Colby gets political : See election survey results on page 4.

Hauss leaves Colby

Resignation of tenured professo r leaves college in a lurch
Although "the college did not
anticipate his resignation," said
Hershey, prior to Hauss's official
departure his Jan Plan class had already been cancelled and his name
had been removed from the two
spring courses he was scheduled to
teach.
'The schedules were printed
during break,"said McArthur. "The
administration had an idea that he
wouldn't come back and fel t it
Echof i el photo would be best to take his name off
Chip Hauss
the syllabus.They did not want to
mislead people incase he did not
BY KATHRYN COSGROVE return," said McArthur.
"Icannot say anything about my
Asst. News Editor
sudden resignation," said Hauss
OnMonday,Oct.l9Government when contacted at his Virginia
Professor Charles "Chip" Hauss, home.
"If there is any recurrence of this
who admitted to allegations of "insort
of behavior towards any Colby
appropriate and unwanted sexual
touching" of another faculty mem- employee or Colby student," said
ber earlier this fall, officially ten- Cotter in aletter sent to Hauss dated
ured his resignation to President March 16; 1992 concerning the alleBill Cotter.
gations of unwanted sexual contact
"Hausshas resigned for personal toward Visiting Professor of Hisreasons which cannot be disclosed tory Rosaleen Salvo, "your position
to protect Hauss's privacy," said as a tenured professor of GovernEdward Hershey, director of com- ment will be immediately termimunications and official spokesman nated." Hauss signed the letter to
for Colby.
indicate his agreement with the dis"Hauss left during the fall break ciplinary terms.
to go join his family in Washington
Neither McArthur nor Hershey
D.C. and chose not to return," said would say if Hauss's sudden deparBob McArthur, dean of faculty and ture was related to the incident last
vice president for Academic Affairs. spring or whether Hauss had vio"It is expectedthat President Cotter lated the terms of the contract. "We
will accept his resignation. This is a can't assume that there is a relationpermanent situation; he will not be shipbetweenHauss'sdepartureand
returning."
the events last spring, " said
I really can t talk about the rea- McArthur.
sons for his departure; it's a per"If his resignation was pushed
sonal matter with Chip. I know that due to the sexual harassment
it was important for him to go to charges then I think there is a lot of
D.C," said McArthur.
hypocrisyonthiscampus,especially

coming from other faculty members," said Anne Griffin '93.
"The administration isn't dealing with this honestly,"said Tanisha
James '93. 'The students are being
left without answers, and are coming up with their own answers.
Therearealotofstudentsthatreally
liked Chip, and it's sad that they
don't know what happened."
Salvo chose not to comment on
Hauss's resignation in a recent
phone interview with the Echo.
However she did express surprise
at his sudden departure.
"Although sudden resignations
are rare,occasionally a faculty member will become ill or die, but no
professor would sign on if they
weren't planning on finishing out
the semester," said Hershey.
"Chip Hauss was probably one
of the most devoted professors I
have ever had," said Griffin. "I find
it hard to believe that he would just
suddenly leavein the middle of the
semester;he must have been pushed
into the decision."
"He has the right to exit in whatever way hechooses to,"said Calvin
MacKenzie, professor of government. "The department will now
conduct a national search to fill the
tenure-track position."
"There have been other cases
when professors have suddenly resigned and we have needed to fill a
position quickly," said McArthur.
"It is not unheard of."
"I can't remember any other instance, as an undergraduate or as a
professor, where the podium has
changed hands in mid-term," said
Peter Diacanoff, a political scientist
See HAUSS on page 6

Chamarbagwala takes first
in first-year speech contest
BY KAREN LIPMAN
Features Editor

Azeen Chamarbagwala '96
stunned all asshespokeoftheatrocities that women in India still face
today because of the way women
reinforce the status quo upon other
women.
Chamarbagwala was the first
prize winner at the annual Hannibal
Hamlin Speech Contest for freshmen. The contest, which was organized by the English Department
and Speech Council, is in its eighth
consecutive year of existence.
Contestants werejud gedby Secretary of the English Department
Judith Daviau, Associate Professor
of English Patricia Onion and Visiting Associate Professor of English
Jessica Munns. Five freshmen participated in the contest.
"We usually have eight ," said
_>avxd"M_ls, visiting adjunct professor of speech/debate and English.
First, second and third-place
prizes weregiven outin theamounts
of $100, $50 and $35 respectively.
"The winning speech was quite
outstanding ... the judges were astutely unanimous," said Munns,
who was a debate champion in her
collegiate days in England. "The
quality was perhaps somewhat uneven," she said. The best speeches
were those that discussed larger issues and related them to personal
experience, rather than mere personal testimony, she said.
The contest is endowed by its
namesake, Hannibal Hamlin.
Hamlin,who wasborn in ParisHills,
Maine,wasa self-educated man who
became governor of Maine, served

photo by Cina Wertheim
AzeenChamarbagwala '96
as vice president for Abraham Lincoln, and was later an ambassador.
Chamarbagwala, who is from
Bombay, India, is the third and final
daughter in a family with no sons.
Chamarbagwala has spent time
working with abused women and
street children in India. While she
says that she would never deliver a
speech to the people in the villages
where female infanticide is quite
common, she tries to develop relationships with the people so that
they feel comfortable around her.
"It would be difficult for them to
carry on living in the village if they
thought differently than everyone
else/' she said.
"For months after my birth the
only people that saw me, held me
and touched me were my parents
and sisters," said Chamaragwala.
"The rest of my family chose to ignore me ... They mourned my birth.
My grandmother refused to eat for
four days; my aunts prayed that
See CONTEST on page 6

Countless countries offered t o student s studying abroad Hershey resigns
"I really enjoyed it in Salamanca, and it
BY ANNA ALTISEN
Contributing Writter

Getting off campus and experiencing a
different culture is a popular alternative to
four years on Mayflower Hill for Colby studentsHalf of Colby studentsstudy abroad sometimc during their fouryears,and that number
isincreasingevery year,according to Jonathan
Weiss, director of Off-Campus Study. In 1981
only 59 students went abroad for the Fall
semester while this year 134 students are
studying abroad during the Fall. Although
the size of the Junior class has a lot to do with
the different number of students studying
abroad each year, trends clearly show an
increasing interest in studying abroad among
the Colby student body.
"Colby in Salamanca, Spain is definitely
the most popular program that wc have right
now," said Weiss. Weiss attributes Spain's
popularity to the increasing interest in Spanish among students. "Many other Univcrsi-

wasn't hard to adjust to Spanish student life,"
said Emilie Abair '93. "Coming back to Colby
was actually the hardest thing, because social
life is so different there," she said. "I got
accustomed to living in that city with those
great bars and cafes. It's not very exciting
now to go to the Student Center parties where
you can't even talk."
*.
Colby in Caen, France is another popular
abroad program. Although there arc only 20
students in Caen at present, while in
Salamanca there arc 30, Weiss estimates the
number of students in Caen next fall to exceed the number of students in Salamanca.
'There is a wonderful passion that lives
throughout France," said Alfred Gillis '93.
"Bo it the freedom of human expression, the
beautifu l rhythms and sounds of the language ... or perhaps the constant rejoicing of
the human spirit, I can't think of any better
environment for education."
Typically, half of the students who take

E^° /& P'«"°
Dirtctor of Off-Campus
Study, Jon Weiss
ties want ow program in Sa\amanca to bo
their official program in Spain, since it's tho
only program where students attend a Spanish University and also havo an extra session
with Spanish teachers to help them with any
kind of language difficulties they may have,"
he said.
See ABROADon page IS
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Ipircctorof Communications Edward
Hershey will be leaving Colby at the end
of ihis semester for a position as Vice
Striden t iot VvMteAffair? at Albri ght
College in Reading,P,vHershey^who rw»
been with Colby for five and a half years,
was chosen from a pool of 200 applicants
for *Ke jo b, He turned in his resignation
on Oct, 26,
"I M t no urgency to leave/* said
Hershey*"It's a cba nee to be a bi gger ftah

in a «nKtU *r pontic

Ttvo new position involves more of a
policy-making role, Hershey will report
<|i^.-<:tly ttt th<j )>r< !)SidentoftbeColl(!g(.vhe
m\& „
Colby f a eonductinft a national search
for ' a replacement, according to Dean of
Hie Colk'ge Earf Smith,
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New Cultural Chair inaugura t ed
Can't find a j ob?
Go to grad school.
Forthose whowish toput off thejob search for
just a few years longer, Career Services will
sponsor their first annual "Graduate and
Professional School Information Fair" on
Wednesday,Nov.4 from5:30 to8p.m,according
to a prepared release from the Office of Career
Services.
TheFair,whichwill combinegraduateschools
in arts and sciences, business, medicine and
social services with its traditional Law/Public
Policy/InternationalAffairs Day,will beheld in
the Page Commons Room of the Student Center.
Admissions
representatives
from
approximately 63 institutions will be present to
answer questions and provide literature and
information to students who are considering
continuing their formal education. (K.L.)

Dial 1-900-SENIORS

A Senior Class Hotline has been installed,
according to Senior Class President Jeff Baron.
Students on campus can dialCL93 (for "Class of
93,"or just2593for those of us not quite so quickwitted) to hear a recording of Baron's voice
crooningnews for the Senior Class.Updates will
range from class speakers and Senior Week to
theWinter Cotillion and SpaNights. The hotline
was developed as an environmental alternative
to individual mailings which waste paper,
according to Baron. (RL.)

BY REGINA LIPOVSKY
News Editor

Jule Gourdeau '93 has filled the
position of Cultural Chair in the Student Association [Stu-A] following the
Oct. 9th resignation of former Chair
Karen Laidley '93.
"I was asked about a week before
[October] break," said Gourdeau. "I
was interested in becoming involved
with Stu-A and planningactivities and
events."
"After we ran into trouble,I wanted
to replace [Laidley] as soon as possible,"said Stu-A President Bill Higgins
'93. "1 asked around for advice. We
wanted someone energetic withagood
rapport with students. [Gourdeau] had
time and great ideas."
"I'm-sure [Gourdeau] will make a
great contribution/' said Laidley.
"She's a fantastic choice."
The proposal to confirm Gourdeau
as Cultural Chair was passed unanimously. In the position, sh e will be
responsible for working with the budget allocated to cultura l events.
Gourdeau will also assist in planning
Spotlight lectures.
Gourdeau will work on cultural
events that promote social and ethnic
diversity. "[The events] won't just be a
band and beer/' she said. "Whether it
is a country-band or a rap group, cultural events will be something differ-

J ide Gourdeau '93has taken ooeras the new Cultural Chair for Stu-A.

ent."
"I'm looking forward to this year,"
said Gourdeau. "I am looking for input
from students. We want to find out what
events students want to participate in.
Nobody wants another social event advertised and not participated in."
Cultural Chair will be an active position, she said.Stu-A is presently working
on getting actor Danny Glover to speak at
Colby, according to Gourdeau.
Another idea is to break a Guinness
World Record on campus. "One idea is to
set up five thousand chairs for musical
chairs,"Gourdeau said."It would be tough
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to do with seventeen hundred students."
Stu-A is considering trying to break
the record for most snowmen on one
football field,according to Gourdeau.
"[We can] get the whole campus involved in breaking the record and putting Colby into the book."
"[Gourdeau] is gung-ho about
breaking the record," said Higgins.
"Every day, she is making calls and
contacts. It's good to walk into the
office and see her doing work. I'm very
excited ."Q

Direc t ory ref lec ts
poli tical a war eness

StuAds has responded to Colby's increasing
pohticalawarenessbyprovidingphoneniunbers
for local politiciansin thebackof thenew student
directory. Those numbers listed indude local
and state senators and congressmen.(K.C.)
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Not exactly Dairy Queen
Assocate Professor of Administrative Science Leonard Reich planned on having desser t
following his Tuesday lunch in Roberts. Instead he was greeted by an insect that looked like a
cockroach that came out with the frozen yogurt. "I don't know if it was a cockroach/' he said.
Dining Services deaned the yogurt machine immediately afterwards. (K.L.)
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Corrections from the Oct. 15th issue of the Echo:
SPRING BREAK-4993
Destination:AUSTRIA
CALL: CAMPUS TRAVEL

FOR RATES AND INFORMATION

872-3456/7 or 8

—Heather Perry's class year was printed as '94. She is a memper of the class of 1993.
—The field hockey team's record was listed as 2-4. At the time it was 2-5.
—Michael McElaney '95 was not charged with underage drinking. Maine's .02 rule
dicta tes that any cases concerning underage drinking and driving where the blood
alcohol level is between .02 and .08 will be referred to the Secreta ry of State who may
revoke the driver's license for one year.
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ROCHESTER
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
^^^ ^^^^^^ w^ip^^^ ^ffl

&OOH0BSTEK, MY-RtThasannouticetf that it will no longer discipline studentsfo* cbittk*
ing alcoholon campus,regardless of age*.The collegewill notenforce New York State drinking
iaws**Weatettotaiaw enforcementagency/' said^ RITVicePresident of StudentAffa irs F*ed
Smith*
The change itt policy came abo&tas 4 result of the college's inability to curb drinking oti
campus.Those supp orting the new measures hope that thechangewill preventdriving drank
irotti oi^ampus parties*

TRINITY COLLEGE
HARTfOKD,€onn.~T*imtytrusteesvoted xmmlx&ously10change the college'straditional
single-se*system of fraternities and sororitiesto coed societies,starting in 1995*
The decision cameas a compromise to those who wet*tryingtoabolish the Greek system
for years*Thereare seven fraternities and two sororities on campus.Accordingto1991figures, 1
approximately20 perceat of the student body are members of ftatemities or sororities,,

BATES COLLEGE :

Anoint r Victim of cArcomShnctl-
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tEWISTON-Foroj etBates student Eric Mae will face charges of sape pressed by tlie
Auburn District Attorney's office*After the accusationwas brought to the Dean of Students* \
office, Mibfte withdrew from the college,avoiding iaiemal prosecution of tihe case. Bate*has
_teen criticized!
orallegedlyJiandlingcriminalchargesinternally bytheLewiston SunJournal,
whichis*a recenteditorial accused the college of *l**ot wanting toJ tarnishits imageivitb such
matters"
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Campus prepares for Election Day !92
BY ADAM RUBIN

Contributing Writer

Election Day 1992is right around
the corner and Colby students are
participating in a process they have
for so long only observed.
These newcomers to the American political process overwhelmingly support Clinton. Twenty-six
percent of the student body voted
in the Echo survey, and 71.5 percent said that they will vote for
Clinton. Trailing far behind the
frontrunner were Bush and Perot,
with!5.5and 13percentof theColby
vote respectively.
Students, faculty and administrators are following the election
closely, and taking a great many
issuesinto consideration.The Colby
community see issues such as the
economy (38 percent) and abortion
(18 percent) as major factors in its
decisions.
Although generally an issue-oriented campaign, Eric Belenky '94
believed that, although relatively
better educated than the general
public, the students fall into the
"horse race" trap in which issues
take a back seat to the mud-slinging, sportingeventatmosphere generated by the election. The "Perot
factor"hasenergized theentire process, said" Belenky.
Students voiced their opinions
on the individual candidatesopenly
around campus. "How about national security?" wrotea junior male
Bush supporter on his survey.
"How about a commander-in-chief
who dodged the draft? Wake up
you P**ing liberals!"
"A Clinton administration will
show an upward trend in the number of minority and less financially
capable students at Colby," said
Colby Democrats President Caleb
Mason '95.
For some students, it is not one
candidate whom they endorse, but.
one candidate or party to whom
they feel strongly opposed . "The
Republicans alienated so many different groups;gays,blacks,any reasonably intelligent woman," said
Michelle Severance '94.
"If you want an anchorman or

an evangelist [in office], vote
Clinton," said Steve Sanchez '95.
Last Thursday afternoon, Noah
Havercam '95 and Sanchez were
sitting in front of the Student Center displaying their support for Ross
Perot with a homemade Perot
poster. However, their voting sup
port was less certain. "If my mom
sends my absentee ballot [up to
Colby], I'll vote," said Havercam.
Sanchez is not registered to vote in
the election, he said.
On the whole, the election is
striking many people as more interesting than previous elections due
to the "Perot factor." "Whenever a
third party candidate getsinvolved,
the political process becomes more
interesting. I'm tired of political
machines, it is definitely time to
give someone new a chance," said
John Gorcyk '95.
"I don't think Perot is a serious
candidate. Hejs basically a protest
vote against the other candidates,"
said Mason.
"[Perot] has made the other parties watch their backs," said Andrew Minkiewicz '96.
While many on campus have
been focusing on the vast differences in the three candidates, some
students and faculty have looked
beyond. Certain values should play
more of a role in each candidate's
rhetoric, said Professor of Government Ken Rodman. "Differences are
more differences of degrees," he
said in reference to Clinton and
Bush.
Election Day is quickly approaching. A more politicized
Colby campus is eager to make its
voice heard at the polls. "This year
there has been a definite interest in
the political process at Colby," said
Mason.
wbter registration went very
well,"said Colby Republicans President Dan Demeritt '94. He, however, would like to see more participation.
While many will make their voting decision based on the issues, as
seen through the Echo surveys,
some will vote for a candidate that
is "the lesser of all evils," according
to Ann Savage '96.Q
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Cdlpy Democrats bring Congressman Andrews to campus
BY NICK MILES
StaffWriter
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Maine 's U. S. Congressman TomAndrews
spoke at Colby on Wednesday, Oct. 14.
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Presidential debates
arouse excitement in 1960
WHITNEY OkOCKNER
Contributing:Writ**

learn that both Kennedy and

Nixon planned to raise taxes if a
national em«£encyw&sdeclared,
The presidential election of but: Were not surprised that this
3560wascharacterizedhy the first wag the only point upon which
televi^dptesidentialdebatejust the twocandidates could agree*
"j fNixottJis tiyingtopnthimasmanystudentstodayhavebeen
selt
in the public eye not as a
glued to Ihe television fa watch
Republicanr bttt
thet9£_ »refj i~
deatial de*
also as a marc
with a program
bates, Colby
of his own* His
shtdercts in
3060 were enmove seems to
trancedby tihe
be purely a pomeetings belities! meastate/ ''said one
tween John
ftfttdeftt in response to the de*
td Kfchajd ftjxan.
&Ketinedy**r
Major points of contention bate,
inciudeddvil wghts,:medicai care
^Kennedy has allied himself
fb? ihe elderly and ibe question with the1>Gtt\0c*aiicparly down
of what tndrt afeou^ftwshev,$tu« theHneandltascampaignedhard
aentojaxuMus«*thed«batesvar- on its heritage and the party o*
ied;
progress. Whether this Will «&¦
"These debates will ttot ' fecUvely combat the image of
dVattgMbeVatejR*' ntind** fctfd vtovett exptedettdfi and mature
one student ia ihe CM* *& I960 teadetthip Nixon s*od fodg- A*
Is&ue of th* Echo*"The majority attempting to build remains to
tut voters have already decided be seen-I don't think so/' said

for who***they wAI vote/'
Students were dlshwbed to

On Wednesday, Oct. 14 U.S.
Congressman Tom Andrews of
Maine gave a talk to Colby students
in a campaign stop sponsored by
the Colby Democrats. Andrews is
up for re-election to his seat in the
U.S. House of Representatives on
Nov. 3. Andrews spoke to a crowd
of around 80 supporters, sharing
some of his ideas on issues currently facing voters.
The majority of the evening's
discussion focused onthepoor state
of the nation's economy. The failure of supply side economics is a
major reason for the lackluster state
of the economy, according to
Andrews. Better education, more
worker training and a national
health care system are three important moves toward a healthier
economy, he said.
It will be necessary to raise
taxes in order to'achieve economic
recovery,"said Andrews.A gas tax
like the one proposedby Ross Perot
is a move that would put too much
of a burden on people in a rural
state like Maine,wherepeople must
do significant amounts of driving
everyday to get around. Andrews
favors the idea of raising taxes on

"people who benefited from the
80s and who are doing the best
right now."
Andrews discussed the development of a plan to convert from a
defense economy to a post-Cold
War one. "We're going to have to
invest energy, time and resources
into making that transition possible,"he said. Andrews sits on the
House Armed Services committee
and the Research and Development
subcommittee. The fact that the U.S.
spends $43 billion a year on research and development of high
technologyweapons is "completely
absurd," he said.
Andrews also talked about
transportation development. He
favors an "integrated rail transportation system in which each mode
works off another." Such a system
would include "hooking in with
roads, first class ports and ferries
working in between some of our
maritime locations,"said Andrews.
While this proposal would take
years to implement, Andrews
would like to see a "moderate,
modest investment" of $25.5 million appropriated to Maine for the
immediate refurbishing of its existing rail system as an intermediary
step in the move toward better
transportation,he said.
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another student.Q

More money should beinvested
in new forms of energy and environmental technology, according
to Andrews. "We have an ecosystem that is in great danger, and
unless we pay attention to it, we're
not going to have a quality of life or
a planet at all," he said. Environmental technology is the one of the
fastest growing areas of investment,
according to Andrews. Japan and
Germany, among other countries,
are devoting significant resources
to that field , he said. One immediate way to improve the environment wouldbe to raise the automobile efficiency standards by 2 to 5
miles per gallon.
There is a "great gulf between
the dreams and the promise of
America and the reality that Americans are facing in 1992," said
Andrews. Andrews would like to
come back to Colby after the election to hold another such gathering, he said.
The event "was def i n itel y beyond expectations," said Colby
Democrats President Caleb Mason
'95. "[Andrews] is a great public
speaker. He really fires people Up."
For a generally "apathetic campus," Mason said that he was
pleased with the turnout for the
event.Q
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Reasons for Being Late to Class
BY MIKE ZHE and
JASON GOLDBERGER
Contributing Writers

10. 1thought we got snow days
9. Stripped down to boxers, stretched out and fell asleep—until the
librarian called security
8. Atomic nachos
7. Had to see the end of "S.T.U.D.S."
6. Studying for Classics exam (oops, that would be one of the top ten
reasons for being late to athletic practice)
5. Couldn't believe big fat hairy guy still had chance with cute girl at
end of porno
4. Fell for the old "Runnals is haunted" line
3. Waterville House of Pizza
2. Getting Moose head
1. Was on the same flight as Paula Poundstone
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Mary Low Commons HAUSS
mobilizes for service continuedfrompage 1

God would claim me back since
I
was
unwanted here on earth."
with a specialty in Russian.
Education is Chamarbagwala's
Diacanoff will be teaching Hauss's
means
of survival, she said. "Each
two courses this semester; Euroday
at
Colby is a step away from
pean Politicsand Communism and
bondage,astridetowardsihdepenIts Collapse.
"This is an unusual situation," dence and liberty."
"Yet in my journey towards the
said Diacanoff. "It is difficult to
come into a course midstream, but realization of all my personal goals
the administration has been wel- I must not f orget that in pursuing
coming, and hopefully we will be my highest ambitions, in wielding
ableto finish out the semester prof- the power that is mine, I cannot
permit this power to enslave my
itably."
Diacanoff moved to Maine in sisters," said Chamarbagwala. "I
1985 with his wife, Associate Pro- cannot allow myself to do to other
fessor of French Suellen Diacanoff. woman what all the woman in my
Hehasbeen doing freelancetechni- family through degredation, hucal writing and journalism. Before miliation and the shame that has
relocating to Maine, Diacanoff had been my constant companion for 18
taught at Chicago State University. years, have done to me."
"Deeply and intensely I feel the
"The administration was really
lucky to find Pete Diacanoff, he degredation of being a woman not
seems like a competent professor," the degredation of being what God
said Matt Michaelis '94,a student in made women,but what woman has
made woman," said Chamarone of Hauss's classes.
in the conclusion to her
bagWala
"Everything that Hauss was inspeech.
volved in will be taken up by other
"[Chamarbagwala's speech]
professors," said McArthur. "Provisions have been made for those was a brilliant example of social
students that Chip was advising. analysis, personal experience and
Knowing Chip's nature, I'm sure controlled emotional involvement
he will be happy to fulfill any re- expressed in a vocabulary that any
questsand can be contacted through
the Government department."
"If I can get in touch with him I
would prefer to followup my work
with Chip," said Griffin. "He was
one of the most knowledgeable professors here; his leaving is a major
loss to Colby."Q

group go down to the nursing home
and sing," said Lateef. "We think
it's very important for Colby students to get involved in the community.There is too great a sense of
isolation on campusand we should
all get involved."
Dean Snell '95, Woodman resident assistant [R.A.], in conjunction with Mary Low Commons, is
organizing a non-perishable food
drive for the Salvation Army. "We
are going to be starting the drive in
early November," said Snell. "We
are hoping students will be able to
r
photo by A r i Duker
f
pick up cans to donate when they
Omar Lateef 95
go to.town."
BY ELIZABETH HERBERT
On Oct. 8the first monthly Bingo
StaffWriter
tournament was held to benefit the
Salvation Army. In order to hold
Mary LowCommonshas begun the game, the students obtained a
to organize an informalprogram of Maine gambling license. 'To get a
volunteer servicesforthe Waterville license,wehadtoapply to theMaine
community. Omar Lateef '95, State policeand the WatervilleCity
Woodman hall president, Chris Council," said Charron. "We had a
Benecchi '93,Maty Low Commons consent letter from the council and
vice presidentand BillCharron '93, the State policerushed [the request]
Mary Low Commons president, through."
have been the driving force behind
The next Bingo Tournament will
the various programs already be held on Nov. 5.
started.
"It was good to see that there
"We wanted to establish a sense were people who cared," said
of community within Mary Low," Benecchi.
said Benecchi.
Benecchi said that he would like
They have been trying to ar- to be able to put on a variety show
rangeeventseveryMonday,accord- to benefit the Boy'sand Girl'sClubs.
ing to Lateef. There are no set plans
"There's a whole other aspect
yet.
[of college life] that people should
"We are arranging to have a know about," said BenecchiO

''
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SiPEECH continued f r ompag e_"
public speaker would envy, said
David Mills, who organized the
event and worked with the contestants in formulating their
speeches.
Second prize was given to
Maylene Cummings for her
speech defining the true rolesof a
mother. Being a productive and
nurturing person such as Hilary
Clinton or Jane Pauley is what
makes a person a mother, said
Cummings. A person need not be
female to be motherly, she said.
Cummings had an especially
tough act to follow since she was
scheduled to speak after
Chamarbagwala, whose speech
put women in India in an
unflattering light for the way in
which their actions and words
inflict severe social constraints
upon other women. "Maylene
reasserted the values that we believed in," said Mills.
WilfredoRodrigueztook third
prize with his speechon the psychological scars of sexual assault.
Rodriguez, a victim himself, insisted education and support
groups are essential for dealing
with sexual assault.Q
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-Senator Jeremiah Denton will be speaking to Presidents' Council on October 28th. He is a former
RO .W. from the Vietnam War and a great public
speaker. All are invited to attend.

%
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-Presidents' Council formed a committee to put together all the student feedback concerning religious
holidays. They will come forth with a final motion
shortly.
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Vice President 's Bullets
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jj -Happy Birthday to Dan "Slash" Connally.
j
| 10/22/92, he's 28 years old today.

*l

'

-If you are on a corrrmittee that has not yet held a
ffi meeting, please come see me - if you have not yet
m„ i elected a vice-chair, please do so.
m
-Committee Report forms can be picked up in tlie
-A baby-sitting list was formed by Hall Presidents. It B : Stu-A Office.
is available to all Faculty members.
B
f -Trustee Weekend went well (Bill and I got real
*'
-Any ideas for "Words of the Day?"
B i food). The trustees are really interested in getting
- ' ' involved with ail the students. Anyone interested in
-Stu-A bulletin boards will be going up around cam- B/] developing a program or have suggestions?
pus. Don't bother putting stuff up on them because it B
B
will be ripped down. We are liscensed to rip.
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Colby students and professor brave fl ames
BY DOUG HILL
StaffWriter
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Many Colby students work part
time, but three students have chosen a more adventurous way to
make that extra money. They fight
fires.
Brown "Skip" Harris *93, Tom
Ryan '96.5, Gary Alterson *94 and
Dana Professor of Religious Studies Thomas Longstaff work for the
Waterville Fire Department.
"I've been working in emergency services for years," said Harris. "I was a full-time EMT [Emergency Medical Technician] in New
York. When I came to Colby, I
needed a job."
Harris has worked for the
Waterville Fire Department for two
years. He is on Engine 2 which
handles the initial attack on the fire.
"We're the first ones in and the last
ones out," said Harris.
Ryan is also on Engine 2. Over
the summer he worked with the BCC Rescue Squad in Bethesda,MD.
"I took a fire fighting course for that
and decided to do it up here as
well," said Ryan. He has only been
with the department for a month
and has yet to fi ght any major fires.
"I always thought it would be
neat to be a firefighter, but I never
thought I would actually get to be
one,"said Alterson, who has beena
firefighter for almost a year and is
on theLadderCompany.Thisgroup
specializes in ventilation of structure fires and rescuing people
trapped in buildings.
Longstaff was a firefighter in
Maine before he came to Colby.
Longstaff,like Alterson,Was on the
Ladder Company at Waterville.
"Then I went on sabbatical and all
my licenses expired. But about two
yearsago,the chief of the Waterville
department asked me to come back
as a chaplain," said Longstaff. As
chaplain, he helps victims and
firefighters deal with the emotional
distress of fires as well as performing ceremonies such as the annual
firefighters ' memorial ceremony at
the cemetery.
"We are all city-certified
firefighters," said Harris. "We are
proficient in all fire fighting techniques. We are qualified for SCBA
[self-contained breathing apparatus,which firefighters wear in fires].
Harris stressed the importance
of SCBAs. "All fires are very hazardous atmospheres because the of
the hot gasses. It 's not like
'Backdraft,'" he said.
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Harris and Alterson completed
a training course offered in
Waterville. "We learned about
SCBA, fire safety, hoses, ladders,
forced entry, ventilation, fire suppression,sprinkler systems, everything," said Alterson. One of the
more exciting exercises Alterson
participated in waswhen a deserted
house was lit on fire. "We watched
how the fire spread and then put it
out," he said.
But putting out fires is not as
easy as pointing hoses at them, according to Alterson. "There's lots
of things involved, not just putting
water on it," he said.
Other tasks include ventilation,
involving teams who go up onto
rooftops to release heat and gasses,
search and rescue teams who look
for people who are trapped and
salvage teams who try to protect
property from damage by covering
it with tarps or carrying it out, according to Harris.
As part of their duty as

firefig hters, they all carry pagers
with them at all times. "If there's a
fire, they page us, and everyone
who can responds," said Harris.
"We arrive on the scene in our personal vehicles and take care of the
fire. We all have our own gear [helmet, hood, coat, gloves, pants and
boots] in our vehicles."
The number of calls varies
widely, according to Harris. "We
get a call maybe once or twice a
week."
After the fire is put out and the
house cleaned up,they "spend the
rest of the night cleaning off our
gear,"said Harris.
However, "a lot of times it is not
that exciting because there are so
many false alarms and small fires,"
said Alterson.
It is one of those things that is
exciting to do and it is beneficial to
other people,"said Longstaff. "You
get that instant feed back of knowing you've done something
good."Q .
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photo by Virginia Stetlinius
Professor of Religious Studies Thomas longstaff,
chap lain for the Waterville Fire Depa rtment.
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College to explore on-cambus childcare options
to continue to try to attract more
women and younger staff they are
Asst. News Editor
going to need to offer more," said
Saranna Thornton, assistant
The national day-care dilemma professor of economics.
"Thereisoverwhelmingsupport
has not passed by Waterville, as
for
this
in the science department,"
Colby faculty, staff and students
continue discussing the possibility saidJulie Millard,assistant professor
of an on-campus child care facility. of chemistry. Members "of the
The Committee for Child Care department realize that providing
met last Friday to discuss the needs ch_d care will make the staff more
of the Colbycommunity."Thereare productive,"she said.
"Holidays arealwaysa problem,
several issues surrounding this
matter,that we,as a committee need in any department," said Eileen
to
consider," said
Joan Fredette, library technician. "DaySanzcnbacher, director of spedal carecentersareclosed,butthecollege
programsand chairof thecommittee. is still open. Soirie faculty have to
"First we need to look at the type take time off because they can't find
of care that would be provided," child care."
"At Amherst they provided top
saidSanzeribacher. "Wealsoneedto
quality
on-campus child care," said
consider the cost to the College, the
staffing, location and hours of the Debra Barbezat, assistant professor
facilityaswellasthe stateregulations of economics. "The teacherswereall
well educated, and it was more
involved with a day-care."
Child care has become an convenient for the parents."
The facility at Amherst College,
employment issue. If Colby is going

BY KATHRYNCOSGROVE

whichisinits sixth yearofoperation,
has a total of 8 teachers and costs
$632 per month for care five days a
week,according to a surveyof other
colleges with child care programs.
"At all the schools that were
surveyed,thoseusingthefacilityhad
to pay a weekly rate, although the
facilitieswerealsosubsidizedbythe
colleges," said Sanzenbacher.
According to the survey subsidies
range from $25,000 annually at
Amherst to $50,000 annually at
Bowdoin College.
"Peoplewould be willing to pay
for high quality on-campus child
care,"said Thornton. "Otherbenefits
aren't necessarily as importantto me
as child care. Many two-income
families would be willing to trade
off extra health care coverage for
child care."
"I think [on-campus child care]
sounds like a great idea, but if it's
goingtobeexpensiveand usecollege
funds, I think the money could be
¦l|liBll^iil)l^ li1"" l '™
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better spent elsewhere,"said David
Lubin, associate professor of
American studies and art.
"We would need to provide
quality child care," said
Sanzenbacher. The Amherst
program, closest to ideal, costs
parents up to $600 per month, she
said. "If we are going to provideany
child care,nobodywould besatisfied
unless it was high quality," said
Sanzenbacher.
"Weneed to find outtheneedsof
the Colby community, by putting
together an effective instrument to
measurethecommunity'sneedsinto
the future," she said.
The committee discussed a
survey that would be sent out to the
faculty and staff. "We need to be
careful," said Russell Potter,
professor of English. "Previous
surveys have only focused on the
moment « and not effectively
measured the College's needs into
the future."
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Amherst began its program
because it saw a "need for readily
availablechild care,thedemand was
high and child care opportunities
were not sufficient," according to
the survey. "The program was
started for convenience and
availability." The same survey said
that Lehigh University began its
programbecause "thetimehad come
to provide benefits .... and to help
workingmothers."Q
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The administration hopes
to hire somebody by January,
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Colby big sisters and brothers are big f riends
BY SUSIE7RANKIN
Contributing Writer
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TheWatervilleBig Brothers/Big
Sisters program has given Colby
volunteersthe chance to take a child
by the hand and share happ iness,
energy and companionship. Colby
Friends is a student run organization that has been active for five
years. It takes 50 children from the
Waterville Big Brothers/Big Sisters
program and works with them
seven Sundays each semester from
2 to 4 p.m.
The children, whose ages range
from 7 to 11, either come from a
wait list for Big Brothers/Big Sisters or are recommended by their
school guidence counselors. "The
kids are in need of discip line," said
Heather Vultee '93, head of Colby
Friends.
In order to enforce and teach
discipline, Colby volunteers must
go through two training sessions in
which educators come in to talk
about implementing discipline,
gaining respect, giving time-outs
and creating friendships, according to Vultee.
After the initial meeting,during
which Colby vounteers inform the
children of the rules and regulations, the children are separated
into five groups. Each group has a
chance to do a different activity

every time they come to Colby.
There is soccer behind Roberts
Union, arts and crafts, assorted
games and, new this year, an environmental education program. Instead of the activites on campus,
the environmental group uses four
sessions for field trips such as apple
picking, seeing a farm or visiting a
fire station.
"There is so much out there that
needs to be done, and now I feel
like I am doing my part," said
Vultee. who was the assistant head
during her sophomore and junior
years. " We are so priveldged here
at Colby, and I think we should
share it with those who are not."
"I like to work with kids," said
Mike Antoniello '94,assistant coordinator with Kelly Boudrea u '94. "I
like helping them, especially the
ones that are underprivileged. The
Colby volunteers are very reliable
and very consistent. All of them
are there as much as they can be.
We have a pretty big effect on them.
It is very rewarding."
The hardest part to running
Colby Friends "is putting it all together," according to Vultee.
Last Sunday, the children were
in Roberts Union playing games,
painting gourdsand pumpkinsand
fing er painting.
John, age 8, is part of Colby
Friends along with his sister,
brother and cousin. "It is fun,"said

Busch

Arts and crafts at the Colby Friends event held on Sunday, Oct. 25.
John, who sat alongside Marissa
Shaw '95. "I like to play soccer and
baseball."
"I like all of the activities we
do," said Simone, age 10. " [Colby
students] are nice. I am friends
with the ones I know."
Each child receives a lot of attention and care from their individual Colby Friend, according to
Marjana , age 9. Her favorite part is
"being with a Colby friend," she
said.Q
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the official opinion of the pape r. The other opinions expressed on this page are not
necessaril y the views oiThe Coifcy Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echoencourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immed iate community. They
should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by 77k Colby Echo no later than
8:00 p.m. Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Hypocrisy of the Week
The "I got blown ... away at Bim Skala Bim" Tshirts for this weekend's Halloween party were
approved by Earl Smith, dean of the College.
Juniorsand seniors may recall the "Easy Access
IF' oartv and the uproar caused bv the sexual
connotations that were inferred by the name and
accompany ing T-shirt design. The following year
the name of the party was changed due to the
demands of the deans.
No one has outwardly opposed this year's shirt design.
It is surprising that the shirt was produced , espedally by
commons officials ,in the midst of the Chip Hauss outr age
withinwhich everyone is being oh so careful not to offend
anyone.
It might be a good thing in disguise, however. Political
correctness, at least temporarily, seems to have died.
Or maybe being blown is more politically correct than
being easily accessed.

We put who m
the White House?
Election Day is Tuesday,Nov. 3.
Even if it is too late to get an absentee ballot it is
not too late to exercise the right to vote. You can
register to vote in Maine up to and even on Nov.3.
There is no excuse for not making your voice heard.
People all over the world struggle daily for the very right
that so many of us take for granted. It may sound stupid,
romantic or cheesy,but we've all heard it before—one vote
can make a difference.
If you deddenot to vote,then you alsogive up your right
to complain about the outcome.
If you don't like any of tliecandidates, then pid<an issue
and think carefull y about the kind of difference you want
to make in the world.

Letters

Publishing Colby arrests serves no purpose
We would like to address the issue of publishing in the Echo the local arrests of Colby students.
Firstof all,weunderstand thatregulaxnewspaperspracticethis,and weunderstand toan extent the reasons why.
However, we do not think that a person's private life ought to become common knowledge in a community such
as this which supposedly seeks to promote goodness. We do not think that it is the Echo's responsibility to print
things of this nature. It does not say much for the paper if you need to fill space with the names of people who have
recently had run-ins with the law.
People who are arrested learn their lesson through fines and counseling,and there is no need to embarrass them
further. Just because you have the right to do this does not necessarily make it right.
Additionally, the publication of this information has already led members of the administration to draw false
conclusions regarding the details of student arrests.
Finally,we believe that the Echo ought to serve as a means of constructive intracommunity discussion:we do
not believe that your decision to include this information serves any constructive purpose and there is no need for
it. If you believe this sort of material to be what good j ournalism consists of, then shame on you.
Ryan Ruggiero '95
John Stanley '95

Poor attendance at Latino rights
lecture reinforces spea ker f s point

Howard Jordan,a Latino rights activist who spoke last week at the Spotlight lecture,advocated an expansion
of our thinking about civil rights to include the political concerns of recent immigrants.
Among other topics, he addressed the rise of English-only rules in the workplace, "English First" initiatives
in various states, the struggle to gain voting rights in local elections for non-citizen residents and the status of
Latinos as an "invisible minority."
The embarrassingly poor attendance for this lecture brought home this last point. Whereas Lorene Cary and
ODADAA appeared to overflowing crowds, Jordan faced perhaps seventy or eighty members of the Colby
Community.
I heard differing explanations from various people who were not in attendance, such as; "I didn't know what
it was about," "I had too much work," "I forgot."
Latino experiences and immigrant rights affect us all. Our concerns with racism and social justice and our
desire to create a diverse and vibrant community require us to show interest, take time and remember.
I hope attendance at future Spotlight events will be better.
Christine Bowditch
Asst. Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

Mocking headline angers x-country captains

Your Oct.15th article about the men's cross country team was disgraceful and a blatant insult to the entire
team. We easily defeated Bates, Bowdoin and several other teams from Maine to win Colby's first men's State
Cross Country Championship only to be mocked with the title "Did everyone else fall down?"
Think about what that title implies, and ask yourselves if you think this is good sports coverage. Such a title
suggests that we are not good enough to win unless someone else screws up. We feel that that is an appalling
way to treat the only undefeated varsity team left on campus, or any team for that matter. We acknowledge that
cross country does not have the campus following of other sports, but that is no reason to treat us like dirt.

Concern for student
in Cairo appreciated
On behalf of Kimberly A. Marshall '94, who is
currently studying at The American University in Cairo,
Egypt, I would like to thank all of the students, faculty
and alumni who called with concern when they heard
about the devastating earthquake which hit Cairo on
Columbus Day.
Although there were some anxious moments wniie
awaiting word of her safety, Kim's brother finally
managed to reach her by phone. Kim was attending
class on campus when the earthquake struck and her
professor directed his class to safety. Little damage
was done to the campus or dorm where Kim is residing, and the experience, though frightening, simply
adds to the adventures Kim is having in Cairo.
It was heartwarming to answer each' and every
telephone call about Kim's safety. I would particularly
like to thank Jon Weiss, director of off-campus study,
and Matt Cohcn'9'1, who were the first to call. All of the
phone calls helped to keep anxiety at bay while wc
waited to know if Kim was well.
Though I have not spoken to Kim, her brother said
to pass on word that Kim appreciated all of the calls
and messages, which were mailed to her.
Our family is deeply grateful to all of you who sent
your regards to Kim. If you wish to mail her a personal
greeting, address it to:
Kimberly A, Marshall
c/o Internation Student Services Office
The American University in Cairo
PO Box 2511
113 Kasr EI Aini Street
11511 Cairo, EGYPT
Norma 1'. Marshall

Barrett Smith '93 and Ben Trevor '93
Captains, men's cross country team

Sports editor 's sarcasm
slights x-country feats
I rarely waste the energy needed to comment
critically on the Echo. However, your insensitivity in
writing headlines in the Oct. 15th edition requires a
response.
Colby's men's cross country team won the Maine
State Championships for the first time in more than two
decades. That feat deserved a banner headline and a full
article. Instead,it was relegated to a brief section in Mule
Kicks with the sarcastic headline "Did everyoneelse fall
down?" To make matters worse, theT.D., who wrote the
piece, does not seem even to understand the scoring in
cross country, in which the finishing places of the top five
runners from each school, not their times, are added. •
One would think that a Sports Editor would catch
such errors. I would like to think that a Sports Editor
would also criticize teams that deserve criticism—if she
or he felt that necessary—and praise teams that rise to
new heights. At the very least one would think that a
student newspaper could avoid sarcastic headlines at
the expense of those who are representing Colby so well.
Considering the number of times I have been
misquoted in the Echo, it is all I can do to resist giving
examples of headlines that could accompany articles
when the Echo finall y gets a story right. Maybe your
headline writers can curb their desires in the future as
well.
L. Sandy Maisel
Professor of Government
Chair, Athletics Advisory Committee

See more op inions on p age 15.
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Hauss's misery prolonged Charity needs
Rumors intensify as administration fans names
actions, not ideas

was some sort of nightmare that
danced in Dean McArthur's head
when he was struggling with insomnia.
A quick formality knock preThe administration's silence
ceded the student's head peeking over the whole matter not only soils
around the door of Chip Hauss's their reputation,but clouds the govoffice. As the student's eye focused ernment department with a shroud
on the room, the brain registered of disrepute. When the sexual hathatsomethingwasaimss.Thedoor rassment allegationsfirst appeared,
was indeed Chip Hauss's, but the the administration's only response
inside had gone through a com- was to point to a "certain governplete renovation; namely, no more ment professor" that had engaged
Chip Hauss.
in some sort of "unwanted sexual
It was in this way that so many embrace." From this information,
befuddled students found out that inferences and imaginationssoared,
the hotly contested professor was resulting in every student walking
gone without an official trace. Now, into their government class and
rumors are flying faster than bats in wondering, "Is he the one?"
heat. Students have been treated to
It is the administration's prostories of lawsuits,new sexual alle- fessed goal to represent the best
gations, blowouts between Hauss interest of the students. Having a
and the Powerful Ones in the Colby professor leave more than halfway
hierarchy and other tales that reach through the semester doesnot seem
the proportions of some National to be an extremely benefi cial move
Enquirer headlines.
for a student's educational path.
What is amazing more so than
What about the policy procurthe abrupt departure of Hauss and ing the best professors for the stuthe ensuing rumors, is that the ad- dents through tenured positions?
ministration seemed to believe that Denying Pam Blake tenure but retheHauss scandal would blow over taining a professor who admitted
so easily. Everything has been so to an "unwanted sexual embrace"
antiseptic and ambiguous since raises eyebrows.
Hauss's departure,asif Hauss never
Even for those of us who perreally existed in the first place or he sonally liked Chip,thought he was

a nice guy and respected his advice,
it is still obvious that the way the
situation washandled hurt the community greatly. For the well-being
of the college,the students and even
Chip Hauss himself, the administration should have let Hauss finish
the 1992 spring semester and then
quietly and conveniently had him
disappear over the summer. With
an otherwise spotless career as a
respected government professor,
Hauss would not have had much
difficulty searching for a job.
In such a news-parched school,
rumor-thirsty minds conjure up
such horrific events that,by insinuation, hurt Hauss's already-damaged reputation and further serve
to undermine the college's hushhush goals. Wake up and smell the
proverbial coffee, Colby administration.
Believe it or not,the students are
big boys and girls now. They can
handle thebarefacts. Harping back
to that soiled rag, the National
Enquirer, "inquiring minds want
to know." More importantly, the
Colby community, both students
and faculty, have the right to know
what took place with one of their
tenured and well-known professors. ?

formal representation. There are
campus organizations for virtually
every other group. The Colby
Republican Club [C.R.C.], however,
has forgotten about its members. It
has done a poorjob atbestof offering
events
and
disseminating
information to students. The last
major event sponsored by theC.R.C.
was last year's speaker on
homosexuality.
Many people, conservatives and
liberals alike were offended by this
speaker. Naturally, the man has a
right to speak and should not have
been denied that right. However, it
is counterproductive for the C.R.C.
to sponsor such a speaker when
certain people around campus

alread y
have
so
many
misconceptions about Republicans.
Colby Republicans should be
proud of their conservatism. But the
party's platform needs to be
portrayedfairly. Respectcan be paid
to the C.R.C. for attempting to show
that other views on homosexuality
exist. Unfortunately7the event was
used, rather predictably, to
stereotype Republicans as
reactionaries. The club needs to
expound their beliefs without trying
to overcompensatefor the other side.
Contrary to popular belief ,
Conservative Republicans are not
homophobes.They arenot brainless
Neanderthals whose parents are
conservative and force them to

LIFE'SA BEECH
By Hannah Beech

ODDS OR EVENS?
By Keith Dupuis
Ever seen the movie
"Scrooged?"
In Dickensian tradition, it is the
story of a heartless man who finds
his heart. Through a series of misadventures and euphoric revelations, Bill Murray discovers that
the best business to deal in is the
business of humanity. The end of
the movie makes a special effort to
put those thoughts into words.
Even after watching the film
seven or eight times, the cliches can
just sail right over the most attentive head. But once,mayb,just once,
there will be a moment when a
rusted wheel in the back of that
head jars to life.
It is difficult to understand why
so many able people are disinterested in charity.The reference here
isnotto life-dedication ,martyrdom
or extensive self-sacrifice; the reference is to something as simple as
handing out an old blanket,tradin g
in worn clothes or giving extra food
to something other than the kitchen
drain.
Charity work should not seem
like such a rare hobby. People who

volunteer their free time are seen
as an exception, as opposed to a
rule. Advertisements should not
have to exhort us to be kind.
Lack of interest in volunteer
efforts does not seem to be a conscious decision at all. It seems to
be more of a subliminal attitude,
shaped by the last few decades.
Ideas and decisions are now frequently madefrom theautomated
armchair, rather than from conversation and interaction with
other people.
Television brings the world to
us in an overwhelming package
of topics, sounds, images and interpretations. TV tells us that
homeless families wander
Lafayette Park,that children withoutbetter things to do play a game
called "drugdealing"in the streets
of New York City. These situations come across with cathode
perfection, letting the viewer absorb the facts and the sights like a
well-memorized story.
The problem isthat one cannot
be a part of that story when it is
watched from an armchair. The
knowledge attained from someSee CHARITY
on page 15

Colby Republicans represent unheard minority
BY BRETT SANTOLI
Contributing Writer

Conservative Republicans are a
large minority on the Colby campus. Yet they are virtually ignored
and even scoffed at by students
claiming to sympathize with that
other party. In this election year,
political differences are heightened.
There has been an attempted
Clinton/Gore rally on campus and
one must be blind to miss all the
Clinton/Gorebumper-stickersand
signs plastered around. One wonders where the Republicans are.
Conservative Republicans at
Colby are a minority withvery little

and pins to give out is disheartening.
They need information sessions for
They arenot sexists,religious fanatics those students who are not really
or war-mongers. C.R.C,, however, sure which party stands for which
perpetuates this stereotype.
programs. There are many Colby
The support base is there among students who do not believe the
the Colby community. What the rhetoric of the other side, but have
C.R.C. needs is leadershi p. notbeeninformed of the Republicans
Somebody has got to put in the time stance.
and effort to book speakers as the
People need to know that
Colby Democrats did with Tom Conservative Republicans exist on
Andrews. Please, do not book Jesse this campus. With a little solidarity
Helms.Theyneedatrueconservative and leadership, the Colby
Republican, not some reactionary Republicans could be a major voice
who will do nothing more than scare in the campus community,not just a
more peopleover to the Democrats. stifled sigh.Q
Information dissemination is
vital.Tothinkthatinanelectionyear
the C.R.C. has not had oamohlets

Would you ever have a romantic
relationship with a Colby professor?
John Parsons '%
"I wouldn 't feel that
comfortablewith somebody
that much older than me.
Most professors aren't that
attractive anyway."
^

Kris Balser '93
'It would depend if I were
taking a dass with him. I
wouldn't wantit toinfluence
my grade at all."

Noah Haverkamp '95
"If the rightprofessor came
along, I would. There are
none thatl wouldwantright
now."

comply. They do not supportmaking

the rich , richer and the poor,poorer.

Justin Brown '94
"Sure, I would. If an
attraction exists, then age
shouldn't matter."

Christina Ignacio '95
"I would never do that
because I wouldn't want to
jeop ardize my status"here.
If s not appropriate."

Artsand Entertain ment

Applause for Byrd Plays;
the lawless and tlie laws
AMYKL BORRELL
A&E Ed itor

Illustrationcourtem/ of Performing Arts
Dick SwozU's "The Byrd Plays ," now p laying in StriderTheater

The protagonist, but interestingly not the narrator, is played
convincingly by Michael Daisey '95,
This is not one to miss. no stranger to Colby theater.
Other notables include newThe combination of comer
Brent Felker '96, charming as
good casting and a histori- Luffy the cabin boy and narrator of
cally intriguing story make the first act, and Jason Sponner '95,
who successfully takes on two conthis weeken d's "The Byrd trasting
roles as both the toughPlays" an intensely pleas- ened sailor Will Haddy and the
kind-hearted lawyer Symms.
ing production.
Act one, 'The Lawless," takes
"The Byrd Plays" are two onemostly on deck of the sloop
part
act interconnected playswritten and
Mary.
An atmosphere of desperadirected b y Colb y 's own Dick
Sewell,assoc.professor of perform- tion is produced by both sparse scening arts and founding director of ery, well considered lighting and
sound. The skills of Roberto Nieves
The Theater at Monmouth.
The plays take place in 1775 and '96 as the sly Yankee first-mate
1790 when the "will to change Matthew Jackson and Doug Hill '94
turned into the will for order as as Hans Hanson the sobering and
much as the change (in values) from pathetic 19-year-old Norwegian
1969 to present," said Sewell "al- sailor are well employed here. Also
aboard is Greg Belanger '93 as the
though both have their virtues."
The plays,written for "The Com- despicable and disposed of Capmission to Celebrate the Bicenten- tain Connor.
Act two, The Laws, produces
nial of the Constitution"in 1990,are
based on the facts of the first capital abundant pathos,although the idea
punishment court case to be tried of the new characters here is often
stronger than the characters themunder the then new Constitution.
They represent one possible ex- selves. Perhaps this is because "there
p lanation of the apparent inconsis- aren't any real bad guys in the sectencybetweensailor Thomas Byrd's ond act," said Sewell.
Marsha Magnus '95portrays the
plea of guilty (of murd ering his sea
strong
woman and narrator for the
captain), which he maintained
second
act, Mad ge Motley, with
through his trial, and his crossover
A.G.
Gillis
'93 humbly by her side
to a stance of innocence, long after
mate. Miranda Miller
as
her
do-right
such a recollection could make a
'96
and
Sewell
lend a convincing
difference.

reality as the oldest and youngest
characters. The crusty attorney
Frothingham , p layed b y Gary
Alterson '94,embodies theaccepted
prejudices of the educated and is
costumed to perfection.
"I think the commission was
looking for a court-room drama to
glorify the new legal system/' said
Sewell, "but when I started to dig
into the research I found it to be a
very sad miscarriage of justice."The
real issue is the conflicting tug of
inarticulat e people and law and order, according to Sewell.
Instead of a patriotic feel-good
story, the result was an examination of race, gender, class, economics and national prejudice, not onl y
during the 18th century, .but as it
app lies to present day as well.
"I jumped at the chance to cast it
this way because it may underline a
bit the difference between who these
people were and how they were
perceived," said Sewell of his decision to opposingly cast Luffy with a
European-American and Mad ge
Motley with an African-American.
"Race and gender should be no issue, but they always were and too
often are." He also points out the
irony of the two narrators being a
fugitive slave and a woman, which
disqualifies both from being called
to testify, although both would be
able to say much in Byrd's defense.
"The Byrd Plays" will play in
Strider Theater Thursday October
29 and Friday Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. ?

Student T-shirt business
brings peace with one word
BY MEADOW DIBBLE
Staf f W r i ter

It is the time of year when most
students are comp laining their way
through mid-terms and all-nighters.

I t i s rig ht about now that they find themselves clutching the one comforting though t
that soon they will be out in the real world
where grades are nothing more than capitalized
letters.
For Dina Pfister-Mandes'96 , mid-terms have
to time-share a spot on her agenda along with
the management of the tee-shirt business that
she and her husband started last January.
Pfister-Mandds and her husband, Jor dan
Pfister, moved t o Ma ine in 1991 f rom New York
City.
The job market was not promising when
they arr
ived, so partly out of necessity and
out
of sheer creative ingenuity the two
partly
decided t o make use of th eir combi ned artis t ic
talent and experience in silk-screening to start a
business of their own designing and producing
tee-shirts. They call themselves "Private Maine
Grap hics."
The first group of shirt designs was titled the
"Radiant Word Scries." It included four shirts,
each bearing one word; "Truth," "Vision,"
"Faith," and "Energy." All the tec-shirts were
done by hand, "mostly on the kitchen table,"
said Pfister-Mandds. The company's motto became "Better Than 1,000 Useless Words Is One
Word That Gives Peace."
Business took a while get ting off tho ground
f or Pr iva t e Main e Gra p hics. They started by
running mail-or der adds in the back of magazines such as Sassy, a magazine directed at

young women.
At first there was not an encouraging response to the ads, and when it looked as if the
whole enterp rise was going to turn into a financial loss, Pfister-Mandds decided to write a few
letters.
She had confidence that her tee-shirts were
something that the public would want, if only
they could get a look at them. Pfister-Mandds
appealed to the editorial staff of Sassy,t ell i ng her
story as a 21-year-old working to get herself to
college and asking for a chance to have her work
seen.
Not long afterward, Pf ister-Mandds received
a phone call from the peopleat Sassy saying that
they were interested in doing a feature on her for
their "What N ow" section. The article appeared
in the August edition and, as Pfister-Mandds and
her husband had hoped, the exposure was just
what was needed to start the ball rolling f or their
business.
Orders started coming in steadily, then reorders and even some re-re-orders. Letters of
support for what Pfister-Mandds and Pfister were
doing also began arriving.
Now Private Maine Graphics has developed
f our new series of shirts; the "Life Series" (cat
life, live lif e , love life), the "William Blake Scries"
(to see a world ...), the "Women's Series "
(CHOICE) and the "Random Word s Scries" (designs which didn't fit into any of thoothcr categories).
Owning one's own business is d iff icult , but
Pfister-Mandds believes that this experience has
proven to her that working independently is
how she is happiest, with the f reedom to s et an
honest price on a quality product that carries an
important message to important people. Q

Dina Pjfister-Mandds '9 6 with one of her tee-shirts .

p holo byAri Druker

Colby College Stu-A Presents

BY MARSHALLDOST/ALAND ANDREW RITCH
StaffWriters

members of Cliffs band. Soon
after that the demigod himself
inarched on stage sporting a
harlequinchapeauxand abongo
drum. At this point the crowd
went nuts.
Cliffworetwodistinctlyj contrasting masks during the performance. On one hand he acted
as a showman, dancing, strutting and singing in a manner
that would upstage soul king
James Brown. He also took a
patriarchal role, offering the
crowd plenty of homespun wisdom and advice on such topics
as the environment and hate.
As a prelude to one of his
songs,Cliff said he believesthat
there are two kinds of people in
thisworld:thosewhocreateand
those who destroy. Apparently
several delirious fans misunderstood this statement and interpreted it in relation to the recent
debate over the legalization of
drugs. In reality, Cliff desires a
well-cared for environment.
The Colby crowd,albeit energetic and animated,obviously
lacked musical training. Much
to the amusement of Cliff sband
members, the fans could not
snap a beat to save their lives. A
crash course in bells and hand
clapping before the concert
might have been warranted.

How contradictory the situation seemed on Wednesday,
Oct. 21. Right smack dab at the
start of Alcohol and Wellness
AwarenessWeekthereggaelegend Jimmy "King Greenbud"
Cliff performed in the Student
Center. Anyone who has ever
watched "The Harder They
Come" knows that marijuana
and other substances played a
'
big role in Cliff's life.
^
Appropriately though,
^
aifPsdrugdaysarebehind
him,
according to a long-haired stage
hand . He is now a devout Muslim, shunningboth alcohol and
the "funny stuff." However, it
seemed as though the crowd
was more than willing to take
over where he left.
The group took the stage
around 9:30 p.m., following a
warm introduction from opening act The Drive. As the lights
went down, the joyous island
sounds of Cliff and his sevenman freak band immediately
whipped the smouldering-college crowd into a seething
frenzy.
The audience was first
treated to songs from three

Quite frankly, the crowd had
the collective rhythm of an old
bootstrap.
Cliffs set list was extremely
varied, encompassing many of
his old favorites such as "The
Harder They Come," "Many
Riversto Cross,"and "Wonderful World, Beautiful People."
Some of Cliffs newer selections
seemed to draw from global influences,such as the happening
"Reggae Samba." There were
also a few tunes that had an
intriguing rap-like feel.
The band finished off the
evening of music with two encores: one unrecognized mellow time and the popular as
well as socially and historically
significant "Vietnam,"complete
withCliff'sownchoreographed
marching. Cliff poignantly
called for an end to the current
"wars"around the world in such
places as Somalia, Croatia and
South Africa. Cliff also questioned the sensebehind the "not
guilty" verdict in the Rodney
King case,the spark that ignited
the Los Angeles riots.
Cliff proved Wednesday that
one need not travel to Kingston,
Jamaica to see a quality reggae
illustrationby DavidJ ames
show. The popularity of reggae
music is indeed alive and well Jimmy Cliff performed at Colby on Wednesday, Oct. 21.
in the little town of Waterville,

Live In Concert. Wed Oct 21

Maine.Q

SHINDIGS &. .SHENANI GANS
MOVIES
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Railroad Square Cinema
873-5900
Zentropa R
Thursday Oct. 29 8:50 p.m.
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Thursday Oct. 29 6:45 p.m.
Howards End PG
Friday Oct. 30 through Thurs
day Nov. 2 (no 9:30 p.m. show
ing on Monday Nov. 2) also 1
p.m. Sat. and Sun.
A Jumpin' Night at the Gar-
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P' mDr. Giggles PG 7:20 p.m.
Mighty Duck PG 7 p.m.
Under Siege R 7:30 p.m.
Night in the City R 7:10 p.m.
Consentin g Adults R 7:35
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VisitingWriters Series:
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Stu-A movies
Lavramower Man
Oct. 29-30, 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.;
Oct 31,3 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:00

Gish Jen , November 2,4:30 p.m. Robinson Room, Miller Library
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Essay Contest
For Monthly Review: An Independent Socialist Magazine. Contact Echo for details.
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p.m! $2; Oct. 1, 2 p.m. $1

Poetry Con test
Poets: submit one poem of 20 lines or less before December 31 to: Arcadia Poetry
Press , Dept C, 1101-A Sovereign Row , Oklahoma City, OK 731.08

UH

Sunday November 1begins Hispanic Awareness Month
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Dance for Equal Rights 10 p.m. Friday in Foss Dining Hall featuring UNH's Men on
Ladders
$3 suggested donation
Skalloween party featuring Boston's Bim Skala Bim
October 31. Sign up in Student Center
Colby Art Museum:
Through November 8: George Daniell: Photographs of John Marin and Georgia
O'Keeffe in Their Worlds
Through November 29: The Artist's Eye
Music at Colby Series:
Colby Symphony Orchestra Concert, November 1,
8 p.m. Lorimer Chapel
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Last of the Mohicans R 6:50

'

contested?

_____ \
Wu

Hoyt's JFK Drive 873-1300

¦
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Read by Professor Bassett and Professor Boylan
7 p.m. Thursday October 29 in Lorimer Chapel
Did you know the equal rights/gay rights ordinance in Portland is being

WmW

annual food and film festival)
Monday November 2 9:30 p.m.
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Halloween Stories
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den of Eden Unrated
(kickoff movie for the third
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Colby College
Lorimer Chapel: Spotligh&Series Event
Debate: Freedom of Speech vs. Political Correctness
Oct. 29 at 11 a.m.
Mary Low Coffee House
The Story. Oct. 29. at 8 p.m.
Plays
Powder and Wig's "Bird Plays." Oct. 28-30.
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Bowdoin College:
Music: Tuesday November 3, 7:30 p.m. concert to celebrate American music: Kresge
Auditorium
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From mardi gras beads to mirrors; car art
BY AMYKL BORRELL
A&E Editor

What has four wheels, a globe,
a mail box, utensils, insects and
declarations of "safe sex" and
"bir th control" screaming from its
sides? It is Harrod Blank's car "Oh
my God!" This car is so named
because that is what people say
when they first see it,according to
Blank.

Welcome to car art, a wild and unique
way to bring art to the public. Blank's own
personal journey into the bizarre began in
1981 with a $600 car and a rooster that he
painted on the side. It escalated from there.
The motivation for turning an ordinary
vehicle of transport into an individual statement is among the aspects of the creative car
process explored in Blank's film "Wild
Wheels."Theyrangefrom thereligious("God
told me to put the faucets on my car," said
one individual) to the sobering (one man
turned his automobile into a shrine to his late
wife) to the purely creative (for example
Albert . Guibarra's "Hippomobile," which
pees,grunts and wiggles it slittle hippo tail as
it trudges down the avenue).
"These are new images," said Blank during a recent interview on WMHB. "They
have yet to be validated by society."
Perhaps that is what makes car art so
exciting.It is a form of folk art across America,

P "0*0 courtesyof Harrod Blank

The "Hippomobile"created by Albert Guibarra from the film"Wild Wheels."
at the same time it is also a fresh approach to
individual expression, according to Blank.
"I don't see why everybody doesn't personalize their car," said one enthusiastic car
artist.

"Wild Wheels"took three years to make
and chronicles 46 art cars. It was inspired
when, after ten years of car artistry, it becamecleartoBlank thatthiswasan "incredible movie experience." Making it was a

way to bring the art to the people, according
to Blank. The movie's 30-city tour, which
included Waterville with a special stop at
Colby and a showing at Railroad Square
Cinema, was another way to do just that.Q

Quebec: Journey to good food , beautifu l craps and good times
BY HANNAH BEECH
Opinions Editor
At a school in the frozen tundra
of Maine, it is hard to conceive of
actually going north for breaks. But
before all Colby students start flocking like lemmings to Boston, take a
whiff of freshly-baked croissants,
break out a French dictionary and
get into the car for an adventure in
Quebec.
For those who still view Canada
and Quebec as something like a
Northern extension of the U.S., a
place that watches the same TV
shows and plays in the same World
Series, prepare for a rude awakening. Within that four hour drive to
Quebec, which has more moose
crossings than cars, one starts to
wonder what there is up in the ubiquitous north. But then,as quickly as

the language changes from English
to French, there is the booming
metropolis of Quebec City.
Quebec City is hi ghly divided
between the old and new section.
The new side is reminiscent of any
large metropolis with financial districts, high-priced shops, and skyscrapers. The nightlife there certainly is up to par with any other
city, and for people constrained by
Waterville's meager city limits,this
new town does the job with plenty
of hustle and bustle.
A journey to Quebec is, however, to be in the old town.Imagine
a European city right in the middle
of the North American continent
with prices appreciably different
from its European counterparts.
Prices for lodging, especially in the
close suburbs such as Beauport,
leave wallets sighing with relief.
Walking stomachs,too,will be glad

to note that food is i nexpensive and
delicious.
Breakfasts in small cafes provide hearty crepes, bowlfuls of hot
chocolate and inexpensive tabs.The
samecafes serveamplelunches with
sandwiches and even more crepes
at similar affordable prices. Dinner,
especially an excellent French meal,
is significantly more expensive,but
there is always the trusty crepe.
Besides the food , which definitely serves as a highlight of an old
town trip, the seemingly endless
knickknack stores and boutiques
overflow with handy holiday gifts
and particularly striking crafts by
Canada's talented indigenous
peoples.While there are the notorious tourist-trap shops with plastic
Canadian dolls, maple leaves and
refrigerator magnets,enough shops
cater to the actual Quebecois to
make walking around in crowded
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cobblestone alleys enjoyable.
Vielle Quebec is also an architecture aficionados dream with
stately churches and the town
centers old hotel overlooking the
icy river that cuts off Quebec from
many of its suburbs. The fort that
snakes through a side of the Old
Town offers breathtaking views of
the city as well as a glimpse of a
working fort where city officials
often stay.
Armed with American dollars
that are conveniently buoyed by
the exchange rate,it is easy to forget
that Canada has a significant fifteen percent tax. On returning to
the border, however, purchases
over one hundred dollars may receivea slight tax rebate,which helps
ease the burden.
Language barriers might seem
overwhelming at first; all signs are
in French and high school French

does not always cut it. But, like any
other country, any attempt to speak
the language seems truly appreciated. The American arrogance in
believing that everybody should
speak English is disdained in Quebec, so there is no harm in attempting a few sentences. Currently the
province is on the brink of negotiating constitutional changes with the
government that could lead to increased autonomy, and speaking
English,according to some natives,
further intensifies an already tense
situation.
So, for a vacation that does not
entail seasonal migrations to
Newberry Street and Quincy Market, involves a whole new culture
and is not too pricey,getyourbreaks
checked in case of moose encounters and hop on route 201 heading
North.Q
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Proposed Coburn MacLab
needs student init iat ive
BY MARGARETSUGGS
Guest Writer
¦¦naoMRBHHMviHaBHaaHHaaHBHHBMHaHKHnaaauHi
Editor's Note: Margaret Suggs
is the Coburn hall pr esidentand is
on the subcommitteethat authored
this proposal.
A proposed MacLab cluster in
MaryLowcommonswouldbebeneficial to theColby community.This
campus needs more computers.
Computer Services recognizes this
need,as do the administration and
most students. Currently,there are
about one hundred computers on
this campus for student use. Approximately half of the student
population own Macs. Since professors have this amazing knack of
assigningpapersalldueatthesame
time, that leaves a lot of people
trying to use a relativelysmall num-

KsJOx\Jl€JlJ. JL

ber of computers at once.
More computers cannot simply
be added to the existing MacLabs
because they have been expanded
as far as possible. That is why
Coburn is ideal. It has the perfect
space. The study cubes were intended to be a computer cluster,so
put one in there.
Safety is not a major reason for
this cluster.Some peoplefeel frightened to walk across campus alone
at night, so this cluster would help
in that respect.
As far ascomputer damage goes,
the committee is looking into making the cluster accountable to the
college's general damage. In other
words,thedamagetotheMaryLow
Cluster would be included with
damage to the existing labs.
Having the Cluster locked with
the external doors to the dorm is
just a suggestion. If anyone has any

better ideas, please let the committee know.
There is the possibility of creating more student jobs by having
monitors in the Cluster during peak
hours of use. However, if no one
applies for these positions, should
they be needed,there might not be
monitors in the Mary Low Cluster.
The $20,000 will be spent on
computer equipment,not lighting.
It is just a question of what equipment that money will be spent on.
If the students support this Ouster in Mary Low Commons, they
will get it. If the students do not
support it,it will not happen. All of
the hall presidents weregiven a list
and asked to prioritize it at their
hall meetings last week. If the student body says to go ahead with the
Cluster, it should be in by next semester. It is all up to the students.Q

continued fromp age11

thing like television is a world Army holiday kettles. Look at old
that may be understood, but sel- clothes and toys, and imagine the
dom experienced.
balance between something that
It takes a lot of soul searching means so little to you and would
to discover how to take part in mean so much to someone else.
that story. Beingnice is not innate; Recycle,join Colby Friends, attend
it is learned. The rewards of this Candlelight vigils ... The opportulesson are not divvied out in dol- nities to become involved are endlars or rubles; there are fortunes in less.
good deeds.
As a lot of holidays approach,it
Do not let the water run while feels good to believe that we are
shaving or brushing your teeth. entering the period of good will
Give an hour at the Salvation and charity. But,it would feel even

better to believe that that period
was a part of all life, every day,
everywhere.
A lot of what has been suggested might seem small and
trivial. Nevertheless, the fundamental logic is that it is a small
step in that journey of a thousand
miles which humanity must take
together. If Bill Murray's corporate executivecan take a step like
th at,then you can bet that there is
hope for the rest of us.Q

semesters abroad go because
they want to learn a foreign language, while the other half goes to
English speaking countries for a
specific study-project, said Weiss.
Colby in London, for instance,emphasizes the performing arts.
"You study with professionals
and it's an excellent experience,"
said Amanda White '93,a Performing Arts minor. "You get used to a
new country and culture without
the difficultiesof a foreign language.
I loved living in a large city with
excellent public transportation and
many cultural and entertaining
things to do, and it was very disappointing to come back to
Waterville."
"The main reason for me to
choose the Cork program was that
I'm an Anthropology major and
there is a lot of academic freedom in
this program to transfer credits from
Colby," said Valerie Leeds '93. "I
joined a Kayaking club and had a
great time. I loved their pub scene
because it was a more relaxed and
friendly atmosphere."
Colby offers an intense geology
program in Bermuda, which takes
place every three yearsduring the
second semester. "It's a neat program,but wecan't run it every year
because Geology is a small major,"
said Geology Professor Harold
Pestana."It'sreallynicetotalkabout
things and then seeit in nature later.
We have the same number of class
meetings as Colby courses but we
condense the course in nine weeks
because of the cost of the program.
We just make them work hard."
Students also participate in
many interesting non-Colby programs in non-western countries
such as Pitzer in Nepal.
"I had traveled around Europe
before and I was interested in learning about a non-western country,"
said John Goodson '93. "I'm glad I
went because it's an amazing country. I lived with a Nepali family, I
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sat on the floor with them and ate
rice with my hands, and I realized
how people are different and indeed the same."
"[Nepali] is very easy to learn,
and there areno articles or conjugations," said Goodson. "Besides,
people are simple fanners and the
range of discussion is pretty limited. Everyone asks you the same
things about your country."
Although Colby had to drop the
Colby program in Lubec, Germany
becauseofa lack of student interest,
there is a new programthis year in
St. Petersburg, Russia. Three students are expected to attend second
semester.
"It's the most appealing program that I have found, because
you not only take classesin Russian
but also teach English and live with
a family,"said Siri Oswald '94. "Although I was there in 1989, 1 have
no expectations.I am going because
I'm a Russian minor and because
going away is an option that may
not rise again."
There are non-Colby programs
on every continent offered to all
students. Some of these programs
areSyracuseUniversity in Florence,
Italy,People'sUniversity in Beijing,
China, The Swedish Program,programs in Egypt and Israel, Schools
of International Training in Geneva,
Switzerland, Athens, Greece, New
Delhi,India,Bangkok,Thailand,Tibet,Bali,Hanoi,Vietnam,Morocco,
Cameroon,Kenya,Nigeria, Zimbabwe and Tanzania.
Colby financial aid does transfer to abroad programs so any student, regardless of financial situation, can study abroad as long as
the student fulfills the academic
requirements of the program
elected, said Weiss. "We want our
students to be good examples of
Americans,and to break the stereotype of Americans as people that
don't know enough languages/'Q
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Congratulations to Colby Ski Team members as
they take on Division I.
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Men's Cross Country

Football (3-2)

Men's Soccer (10-2-1)

Williams 10 Colby 6
Middlebury 24 Colby 23
Colby 28 Wesleyan 21
Colby 28 Amherst 14
Colby 27 Hamilton 19

Colby 3 Colby-Sawyer 0
Colby 2 Bowdoin 1
10/31 at Bates® 12:00
11/4, 6-8 ECAC Championship TBA

Saturday's stars:
i>-Dave McCarthy '93, TB
5-129 yds. receiving, 1TD
6 punts, 34.3 yd. avg
Brad Smith '96, FB
17-59 yds. rushing, 2 TDs
2-15 yds. receiving, 1TD
NESCAC Tri-Rookie of the Week
Greg Suffredini *93, LB
11 tackles, pass broken up
NESCAC Standings:
College
Middlebury
Williams
Colby
Hamilton
Trinity
Wesleyan
. ? Bowdoin
*" Tufts
Amherst '
Bates

Rec.
5-0
3-1-1
3-2
3-2
3-2
3-2
2-2
1-2-1
0-5
0-5

PF
116
99
113
128
113
144
94
59
41
18

PA
50
52
88
87
71
79 ' .
49
50
180
221

Upcoming games:
10/31 at Bates @ 1:00 p.m.
11/7 at Tufts ® 1:00 p.m.
ECAC Div. 3 Poll
With first-place votes in
parentheses, records through Oct. 26,
and total points:
6-1-0
223
1. WPI (18)
2. Bridgewater St.
6-0-1
194
3. Middlebury
5-0-0
170
4. Bentley
6-1-0
140
5. Mass. Maritime
5-1-0
105
6. Williams (6)
3-1-1
88
7.
Nichols
5-1-1
70
*
8. Trinity
3-2-0
44
9. Stonehill
5-1-1
41
3-2-0
35
10. Colby
10. Maine Maritime
4-2-0
35

Colby wins State Meet at So. Maine
Colby places 4th at NESCACs

Colby 's top 5 runners
¦ (with overall finish):
9. Brian Carlson '94
29:28
*94
10. Abe Rogers
29:29
21. Ben Trevor '93
29:47
.
Goals Scored: Colby 16 Opp:5
41. Ben Strong '95
30:50
G-A-P
Scoring
42. Chad Sisson '96
30:53
Ethan Spencer '94
3-7-13
_
3-4-10
Rod Corey '93
10/30 N.E. Championships at Franklin
Marc Small '96
4-1-9
Park @ 1:00
Goalkeeping: Caleb Mason '95
G
GA
Shutouts
12
7
5
ISAA Poll
NORTHEAST DIVISION 3
12-0-0
1. WPL
2. Babson
13-1-0
3. Conn. College
10-0-2
4. North Adams
12-2^1
S. Williams
6-2-2
'
13-2-2
5. Western Conn.
7. Colby
9-2-1
8. Middlebury
8-4-0
9. Salem
9-4-1
10. Bates
8-4-1
Also receiving votes: Brandeis

Women's Cross Country
Colby places 3rd at NESCACs
50
43
42
32
29
29
19
16
8
6

Women's Soccer (9-4)
Colby 1 Curry 0
Colby 2 St. Joseph's 1
Colby 2 Colby-Sawyer .1
10/31 at Bates @ 12p.m.
11/4,7,8 ECAC Tournament TBA
Goals Scored: Colby 31 Opp: 16
G-A-P
Scoring
5-6-16
Megan Fitzpatrick
5-1-11
Alyssa Bensetler
5-1-11
Pam Crebase
5-0Tara Estra
10
2-4-8
Katy Donovan
3-2-8
Sarah Eustis
Goalkeeping: Alison Lutz '95
G
Shots ' Saves GAA
13
111
95
1.24

Sho.
5

Colby 's top 5 runners
(with overall finish): c
3. Michelle Severance '94
20. Jennifer Hartshorn *94
22. Susan Hale '95
34. Lenia Ascenso '95
42. Amy Chekos '95

18:41
19:56
19:59
20:35
20:53

N.E. Div. 3 Polls
MEN
With first place votes in parentheses
and total points:
l.Williams (6)
96
2. Brandeis (4)
92
3. MIT
74
4. Coast Guard
.70
5. Bowdoin
67
6. Colby
46
7. Wesleyan
44
8. Tufts
28
9. U Mass-Dartmouth
14
10. Middlebury
10
WOMEN
(9)
1. Bowdoin
2. Williams
3. Coast Guard
4. Colby.
5. Brandeis
6. Middlebury
7. Bates
8. Mount Holyoke
9. Conn. College
10. U Mass-Dartmouth

90
81
67
59
57
40
35
27
23
.....13

Women's Field Hockey (2-9)
10/19 at U. Southern Maine @ 4 p.m.
10/23 vs. Plymouth State @ 4 p.m.
10/24 at Gordon @ 2 p.m.
10/27 vs. Bowdoin @ 3:15 p.m.
10/31 at Bates @ 12:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis (3-5)
Colby wins Maine State
Championshi p
1. Colby 81 points
2. Bowdoin 57
3. Bates 3
New England Tournament
(final standings unavailable)
Kate Lavigne '95: round 1-bye, rnd 2lost 3-6, 5-8
Rachel Kleinman '96: rnd 1-lost 1-6,3-6
Courtney Marum '96: rnd 1-bye, rnd 2won 6-2,6-3
Reena Chandra '96: rnd 1-bye, md 2won 6-2, 6-3, rnd 3-lost 4-6,4-6
Tina Buffum '93:rnd 1-bye
Hilarie Boone '93:rndl-won 7-5, 6-0,
rnd 2-lost 6-3, 3-6, 2-6

Golf
Colby 679 (19th) at Duke Nelson Inv.
Colby 447 (2nd) in CBB
10/13 at Bates ® 12 p.m.
10/18-20 New England's at New
Seabury, MA

Men's "B" Soccer

10/16 at Bates ® 4 p.m.
10/23 at Bowdoin @ 4 p.m.
10/24 vs. Bridgton Academy @ 10:30
a.m.

Women's Volleyball (19-4)
Colby wins Thomas College
Tournament
Colby wins Bowdoin Invitational
Colby places third at U.Maine
Farrnington Tournament
Colby wins U. Maine, Machias
Tournament
Colby d. Unity 15-10, 15-10
Colby d. Thomas 15-3, 15-6

As Colby fiddles, lacrosse team bum
Episode number three in the Year of the Hassle for
Colby athletics; first came the fire in the fieldhouse which
evicted the basketball,squash and volleyball teams.Then
camehassle number two,the lime during which the Atb>
Jctic Department has had to scramble for a return to
normalcy. Now,meet the third thorn in tliesidc(described
in more detail on page 20);the lack of a lacrosse coach. We
wonder if the last of the trio could have been avoided*
To make matters worse, the lacrosset«am feels like it Is
being given a Joey Gamaehe~thc once over. They sec
Athletic Director Dkk Whitmore as Nero, fid dling while
thei r team burns- Meanwhile, Whitmore maintains that
things are moving at the appropriate pace, and that H is
more important that a coach who can build a winning
lacrosse program is found, rather than a quick-fix, even if
Godot gets here firat ,
So wh y the quaodry hi the first place? Jn proper Halloween contex t , the answer is the ghost of Charlie Corey,
Ironically, despite the fact that Corey and Colby went
together about as well as brie and volveeta, the lacrosse
progra m has been reeling ever since Corey hit \*9$*

Whitmore says help is on the way,that a decision on who
willbe thelacrosse St.Bernard could bercached inthcnexl
few weeks* Lefshope so, because this is a team that coyld
do a&much damage as the fieldhouse Fire~if it has ft good
coach,
There is still one piece missing from the puzzle, however, and that is the piece which explains why significant
headway Wa^rtotmad ein the j obsearchuntiIn ow r ifHieVen
has. Obviously, the /ire and its aftermath have been an
impediment,but the school had all summer to find its man
(or woman).
Two years Ago, when women's basketball Coach Gene
DeLorenzo left for Ohio, the Athletic Department was
diligent, not to mention wise, in countering with the appointment of Carol Anne Beach. Beach looked pretty fashionable in her debut on the hardwood last year, and ha*
agai n with the Women 's soccer team she recently inherited.
These programs were fortunat e in that Colby was able to
solve the puzzle from within , In this case, since the doctor
doe$ not see.m to he hi the house,and Whitmore has not yet
found an outsider to make home calls, the lacrosse team

will have to wait for its medicine.
Isn't Sharing Fun?
I would like to thank l>. Sandy Maisel for his undying
kindness in enlightening me (see page 10),That'sright, in
his infinite wisdom he has made it perfectly clear to me
ju$t how important Division HT sports really o re*And to
he and the cross country teamt /p tease forgive me,but I had
self-righleously deceived myself into thinking that we
ean all f ind humor in ourl Ives. God knows,lu sftd to laugh
at myself every day.
But not anymore! The big banana has taught me to
straighten up and fly right, that a Sports Editor must
bevyare his pen, for his powerful words way actually be
taken seriously* I appreciate Sandy's! kindness in helping
me a« an editor and as a person , and I am confident his
words have had the same galvanizing effect as did my
headline, and I feel better now, I am glad he could take
time to #hare Ins thoughts and worry about sporting
affairs, when he could have been worrying about his own.
Q

Tennis is
unable to keep
winning stride
BY BRIAN O'HALLORAN

81 overall points. Bowdoin earned
57, and Bates brought up the rear
with 3. Colby's #1, LaVigne, did
not drop a set on her way to winning the A-Flight singles (for #1
and #2 seeds) in a final match
against Bowdoin's #1 Allison
Burke, whom LaVigne had never
beaten before.
Chandra defeated fellow teammate Marum in the finals of the BFlight (for #3 and #4 seeds) in
strai ght sets. Colby's #5 singles
player Tri-Captain Kim Carlson '93
won the C-Flight (for #5 and #6
seeds) in a three-set match over
Bowdoin's Marti Champion in a
match that was "one of the most
exciting of the tournament," said
Illig. In doubles play, the highlight
was a victory in B-Flight by LaVigne
and Kleinman in three sets over a
tandem from Bowdoin.
The team wasvery excited about
its performance at this tournament,
which is always one of the most
important events of the season. "It
was a greatteam performance," said
Chandra.
"We were all very pleased with
the way the weekend went, and
our players showed a lot of heart,"
said Illig. "We won some very
close three-set matches,and wehad
iced the tournament victory after
the singles finals." The team dominated in virtually all categories,
reaching the finals in all six. This
resounding victory can be a motivating factor on which the team can
focus in their preparation for next
year.
As far as the season goes, there
are mixed reviews. "The competition was a little overwhelming at
times, but everyone gave it everything they had," said Chandra .
"Winning the States was great,and
we really showed our determination. Overall we expected to do a
little bit better though."
The team "met up to expectations," said Illig. "We had a very
difficult schedule, and our record
was hurt by the rainout at UNH.
But Iam very pleased with our
season." ?

StaffWriter

After dominating the Maine
State Championships two weekends ago, the women's tennis team
ended its season on a low note when
it was overwhelmed at the New
England Intercollegiate Tournament this past weekend despite
some strong individual performances. Although the team'srecord
finished at a subpar 3^-5 record, the
team showed flashes of promise
and definitely has a solid foundation for the future.
At the New England Championships, team highlights included
a straight set victory by #3Courtney
Marum '96 and a second-round victory by senior Tri-Captain Reena
Chandra '93,the number four seed.
Both Marum and Chandra went on
to lose to Amherst College players.
"Reena was volleying very well,"
said Coach John Illig.
Hilarie Boone 93,playing in the
sixth spot,provided theteam'sonly
other singles victory before losing a
hard-fought three-set match in the
second round. "It was great that
Hilarie got to play in her first New
England tournament," said Illig.
"She scored points for the team and
played very well."
Colby also earned a victory in
second doubles. Kate LaVigne'95
and Rachel Kleinman '96 defeated
a tandem from PlymouthState College in straight sets before losing in
the second round. In their firstround victory "they played their
best doubles match to date," said
Illig. Although team success was
not as marked as in the Maine State
Champ ionships, it was a "good
tournament" for Colby,said Illig.
There were a lot of tightly contested matches that did not necessar
ily show up in the final results,
according to Illig.
Two. weeks ago, the team had
what Chand ra called the "highlight " of the season, in the Mai ne
State Championships. For the fifth
year in a row, Colby became state
champions, defeating rivals Bates
college and Bowdoin College with

Head of Charles morethan a party for crew
Asst.SporfeIfr&ifor
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The Colby **ew clubraced fit

the Hea$ of the Charles regatta
for lh*third time in four years*
Tne club, whfch is beginning to
grow tremendously, has been
doing better than ever before. In
most of the racestheMules were
«p against Ivy ealiber and semiprofessional rowers.
Nive'Filipo *93 and Hilaty
^ebman'9?we*eno»mim<dated
byIhe more experienced competftiottr afldIed tfeewomeft'$hfe$yy
Weight boat to 3Jf3fh place iini$h, only $0 seeonds off the
leader's time. The men's light
weight boat/ led by dub pt evident T*>by Frothingham'93 and
steered by coxswainKateyThomas 'S&, finished 18th out of it

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
Asst. Sports Editor

The Colby men's cross-country
team slipped and slided its way to
a fourth-place finish in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference [NESCAC] championships last Saturday at Middlebury
College. The Mules, who are used
to dryer, more stable courses, forgot to pack their spiked running
shoes and had a hard time staying
on their feet during the rain and
mud-filled day.
"Every ether team but us
brought the spiked shoes," said
Head Coach Jim Wescott. "We got
caught. It's just one of those things
weoverlooked and itcost us. When
you don't have foot traction it's
hard to run, let alone stay on your
feet. We had runners sli pp ing all
over the place."
Colby s stumbling fourth-place
finish is "not a performance t hat is
indicative of thequality of the team
we have," said Wescott. Their talent probably could have earned
them a second-place finish in the
meet had they brought the proper
equipment. They have beaten
Bowdoin College,who finished second in the race, twice this season.
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face Division I and II competition.
"We'll beat some D-I schools," said
Wescott.
The New England Division Hi
championships at the University of
Southern Maine await the Colby
harriers in two weeks. For this race,
the highlight of the Colby men's
cross-country season,the Mules are
currently ranked sixth. During the
season they have been seeded as
high as fourth. Depending on how
well they run,it is possible they can
finish third . Williams College and
Brandeis University are pretty
much "untouchable"in the first two
spots, according to Wescott, but a
third place finish would be fine
with him.
"I'm very optimistic," he said.
"We've run fewer meets this year,
so we're eager to race."Q
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Wesleyan College, which has a
weaker squad of runners,placed
third.
"We'll get them later in the
year," said Wescott.
Despite a few falls here and
there, the Mules were able to edge
out seven other teams including
Tufts University, Middlebury and
Hamilton College, who finished
fifth, sixth, and seventh respectively.
Brian Carlson '94 and Abe
Rogers '95 did not seem to mind the
slippery conditions and finished
back-to-backin 9th and 10th places
respectively. Ben Trevor '93
rounded out Colby's top-three with
a 21st-place finish overall.
The Mules will run in the all
New England championships on
Friday in Boston where they will
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a lot of credit to her coach**We
had more boats doing better thia
year/'said Really.*We did corti*
paratively well, especially
against the boats in our league*
Our prdgftutt hasgrown tremendously becauseof CoachYvonne
Widner."
"Shefcnocks herself ont/'said
Fmfhingham. "She does all that
she can for us. But, Colby has
only hired her on a part-time
basis, so that still leaves a lot of
the administrative stuff on our
shoulders/'
Fart of the responsibility that
rests ontheshoulders of fcherowers fe the novkeColby-BowdoittBates [CBB] race this Saturday at
theColbyHumecentej rinuearby
Oakland* They have to run it
themselves*

Men s cross-country tries to stand
tall at NESCACs despite weather

BigBill's Elm Ci$®im
,i

boats.
"Itwasagreatday for us/'said
frofMngfaam. "Ifs such, a huge
event The fust nine iinishe«J in
the men"]*light boat race weren't
schools but crewttfuhs/'
The women'slight Weight boat,
including coxswain Kathy Steele
'03, Katey Olson 'Sk Je» tarscm
'93 and laura Keally '94,.finished
25thin their -evenL
Themen's heavy weight boat,
due to the lottery system of the
Head ofiheCharlevwafcttattucky
enough to race/The boats thatfinished in th e top 10 percent te
theyearbeforeautomatfcallyj ace;
the rest are picked at random by
the lottery. The ptenrs heavy
weight was not picked 'Hope*
fully/ theyTl get to racenextyear>"
said Frothingham.
Overall, Keally Was p leased
with the team's results,and gives

BY OSRIS DAVENPORT
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Volleyball won't give in to hardship
BY DEREK PLUNKETT
StaffWriter

Last weekend the Women'svolleyball team traveled to the University of Maine at Machias'to compete
in the Machias Homecoming tournament, where the Mules easily
dispatched three opponents for the
championship. But the rest of their
season has not been as smooth.
The netters have had to overcome several adversities in order to
earn their 19-4 record . The season
started off with the loss of their
court in the fieldhouse fire. This
forced the Mules to commute to the
Gilman Street School in Waterville.
"The loss of the courts hasn't really
bothered our performance," said
Coach Sheila Cain. "It'sjustbeen an
inconvenience to travel downtown
to practice. We will certainly be
looking forward to having the gym
next vear."

The team has also lost its captain, Cheyenne Rothman'94 who
quit the team a couple of weeks
ago. Cain declined to comment on
the reason for Rothman's departure from the team. "It certainly
was a loss to the team, but we have
good depth and the other players
have stepped in to pick up the
slack," said Cain.
This was evident at Machias
when the team won its first three
matches over Unity College, host
Machias,and ThomasCollege. This,
placed the Mules in the semifinals
where they faced Unity once again.
They dropped Unity in two games
15-10, 15-10 and faced cross-town
rival Thomas in the finals. Colby
defeated Thomas by a score of 15-3,
15-6 for the championship.
This weekend the team travels
to Williams College to compete in
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference [NESCAC]

championships. Five of the ten

teamscompetirig in thetournament
are ranked in the top fifteen in New
England. So far the only NESCAC
opponent the Mules have faced is
Bowdoin College. They split their
two matches, winning the first and
dropping the second. They will see
the Bowdoin Polar Bears in first
round action this weekend. "We
know we are capable of beating
them, but we also are aware that it
will be a challenge," said Cain.
Twooftheplayersarehampered
by injuries. They are expected to
play but their abilities will be limited. Theresa Tianga'96 has an inj ury to her shoulder which kept her
out of last weekend's tournament.
Jennifer Stockton'96 has a knee injury which hinders her ability to
play defense. "We willhaveto make
some adjustments and other players will have to pick up the slack,"
said Cain.
One of the players whom Cain
is hoping willrespond to this added
burden is senior Karen Oh. Oh had
a career performance in the Mules'
defeat of the University of New
Hampshire two weeks ago. She had
a perfect serving day and recorded
eightkillsand threedigs. "If wecan
get her in the same frame of mind
that she was in during the UNH
match then it willbe a huge plus for
us this weekend," said Cain.
Although the team is going into
the NESCACs seeded ninth, they
feel they have a chance to be extremely competitive.The Mules will
face Bowdoin, Tufts University,
Wesleyan College, and Hamilton
College in the opening round. "We
aretheunderdogand wehavenothing to lose," said Cain. "We j ust
have to go out and play our own
game." ?

Field
hockey done
in by vacation

Tamiko Davies 93

p ttcrro ay Virginia ^tezzimus

The Mules did find th eir
rhythmrin Sunday, hoWevei>and
Asst. Sports Editor
put iu abettereffort against Gormm *mmvmmm
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don, Although they dominated
Losses fo Bowdoin:College most of the game and outshot
Plymouth^ Jate CollegeandCSo*- their opponents 25*45, they were
don College have propped the
heater*&#?
Colby women's field hoekey
Michelle Sattetlee *94 had an
team'stfecftKi to2-9the last week, "on islanding*day on defense acand Coach Deb Pluck felf that cording to Pluck. Meanwhile
,
Fall Break was to blame. "Our
Stephanie B unke*
'9Swassetting
rhythm wa$ of* because we had up her teammates on the offenonly played one game in two sive side of the field*Kelley had
weeksdnetothebreak/shesaid* agoadgameon theattackas well
,
Although goalkeeper Rachel QV
tls<!
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Simson *96 continued to make" •whole
was denied a scute*
key saves, Plymouth Stated ofOb Tpesday the 10*2 Polar
fense dominated. 0ndy Kelley
Bears of Bowdoin College heat
"96 burned Plymouth State's Colby&-0, Ifcachel Simson <$$ had
goalie with an outside the circle 29 saves itt Ihe game.
bullet tot he* first goaf a$ the
On Saturday the Mules Will
season. Her efforts Were not
travelto Bates College for their
enoughshowever/and Colby fell last gameof the season*Q
3-3U

BY CHRISPAVENFOBT

SCHEDULE FOR
USE OF THE
BASKETBALL COURT

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
Women's volleybal l spikes one through the St. Josep h' s defense.
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Colby burns Hamilt on, Woiiienr
s crossstreak at three
Backfield leads way f or red-hot Mules- country pleased
with third-place finish
By JAC COYNE
Staff Writer

The Colby football team remained hot
with a 27-19 victory over Hamilton College
on Seaverns Field last Saturday. The Mules
raised their winning streak to three games
with a strong second-half behind the charges
of backfield tandem Dave McCarthy '93 and
Brad Smith '96.
McCarthy had a Herculean day, contributing a brilliant offensive performance and
doing an admirable job with his punting and
return duties as well. "Dave McCarthy is a
great player who came up with some great
plays," said quarterback Matt Mannering
'95. McCarth y finished with five receptions

'In the first half I had my
head up my ass, but Hamilton
did not put us away.
Everyone came together in
the second half."
—Matt Mannerin g '95
for 129 yards.
Smith was no slouch either, contributing
three touchdowns and garn ering New England Small College Athletic Conference
[NESCAC] freshman of the week honors for
the second straight week.
Hamilton had Colby reeling in the first
quarter,however,with 12unanswered points
to open the game. While the workhorse of the
Hamilton offense, ru nn ing back Eric Grey,
knifed the White Mule defensive line with 51
first half yards, quarterback Andrew Scott
befuddled the secondary.
The Colby offense, which had been suThe Colby offense, which had been superb over the previous two weeks, sputtered
in the first half, dampening the spirits of the
already rain-soaked faithful. The half ended
with the Mules trailing 12-7 on a one-yard
jaunt by Smith, who finished with 59 yards
on 17 carries.
As the second half opened up, so did the
skies, making footing treacherous and the
ball slick. However, Hamilton was able to
pu sh the ball in on a 2-yard run by Tony
Richard son, putting the Mules down 19-7. It

was the last time Hamilton scored .
Although the Mules were coming off of
two solid victories, the team looked as if it
was starting to lose steam midway through
the second half. However, the Mules kept on
chugging and the defense raised its game a
level. By the fourth quarter the Mules had
done a complete turnabout and Colb y was
able to seal up the game.
"In the first half I had my head up my
ass," said Mannering, "but Hamilton did not
put us away. Everyone came together in the
second half." The sophomore signal caller,
who made his third college start, continues
to announce his presence with authority. He
threw for 245 yards against Hamilton and is
now NESCACs top-rated passer.
Senior co-captains Gregg Suffredini and
Eric DeCosta made their presence felt with
thundering hits on Grey and other Hamilton
ballcarriers, stifling any progress attempted
by the Hamilton Continentals. Colby pu t a
stop to the "Grey Ghost" in more ways than
one; not only was the 5'7" running back held
to three yards rushing in the second half, but
a hit late in the fourth quarter sent Grey to the
hospital with broken ribs.
The Colby offense broke through and
pulled the game within reach when Smith
rumbled in for another one-yard score,leaving the Mules down by only five, 19-14. "On
the goal line we are real comfortable giving
the ball to Smith," said Mannering, "because
we know he will go forward s, not backwards."
Another defensive stand allowed
Mannering to go back to work, hitting Smith
for an 11-yard touchdown strike, the
fullback's third of the day. Colby unsuccessfully tried a two-point conversion, but it did
eain the lead. 9 0-19 Mr T'arrtvu Twwi ^a/i mnm

gain the lead,20-19. McCarthy provided room
to breathe with a four-yard pass from
Mannering late in the fourth quarter.
The Mules travel to Lewiston on Saturday to take on the league's punching b ag,
Bates College,which is sporting a 0-5recordO

Please note ;

The football game on
Saturday has been changed
from 1:30 to 1:00.

BYTSUSRDUVALL
StaffWriter
Fulfillingall prfr-m eet expectations,the

women's cross countryteam placed third

out of eleven teams at the rainy, muddy
NewEngiattdSmaHColIegeAthietic Conference fNESCACl Championships last
weekend,
"We came In thirdand that waapretty
mucltwhatwehad hoped for/ "said Coadh
Deb Aitken.
Colby recorded a t eam score of 121,
well behind second place Williams
College's 76, but easily ahead of fonrth.
place Middlebury College's 140. As an*
ticipated, an extremely strong Bowdoin
Collegeteam won the meet with a scoteof
39. It was the first time in five years that
the championship had not gone to Wil~
liams. Rounding out the final 3i werzr
8aiesCollegei47 ConnecticutCoIlegeI49,,
Tufte University 157, Hamilton College
\mT Trinity College 223, Wesleyan Col*
lege 228 and Amherst College 242.
The topfivetimes fromeach team were
taken with the next two best scores displacing scores from other teams. All*
American Michelle Severance '94 again
led the team with a time of 18 minutes41
seconds and a fhi/d place finish overall.
Severance finished Just two seconds be*
hind a rival Bowdoin runner and 17 sec-

SOCCER

continued f romp age 20
Although not a high-scoring offensive machine, they have a knack for putting the ball
in the net at the right time, w inning t wo
games in the last 28 seconds. Their ability to
control the ball and keep it away from opposing offenses has played a big role by taking
the pressure off the defense.
"Thebest defense is a good offense," said
Mason. "I can't remember a game in which
the opposing team had a barrage of shots on
me. When your o ffense is controlling the ball
for 70 of 90 minutes of the game it helps out
the defense a lot."
Corey attributes much of the team's success to the emergence of forwards Marc
Small '95 and Ethan Spencer '94 as an effective tandem on offense. "It was expected of
E than , and he has come through for us, but
Marc has really added an unexpected boost
to our scori ng," said Corey. Defenseman Bill
Lanigan '95 and midfielder Pat Skulley '94

CREW
continued f r om p age 17

p hotos by Yungo Yamagucnt

This week's Devastator goes to Colby football's backfield tandem of Dave
' McCarthy <93 and Brad Smith '96 .Tailback McCarthyand fullback Smith powered
the Mules to a 27-19 victory over Hamilton last Saturday, although the rushing duo
hardl y kept their exploits on the ground. McCarthy and Smith combined for 246
total yards and four touchdowns,Including 132 yards receiving for "Mac" and three
touchdowns for Smith. In addition, McCarthy took care of punting duties for the
Mules, and Smith took NESCAC co-rookie of the week honors for the secondstraight Saturday.

"A lot of people don 't realize that crew is
only 15 minutes away/' said Frothingham.
"It 's not much farther than Foss is from the
football field."
"We have become one of the three major
rowing programs in Maine. All three are
coming to duke it out [this Saturd ay]."
The first race goes off at 9 a.m. on Saturday and the last should start somewhere
around noon. "It should be interesting to
check out ," Frothingham said.
Students who are interested in going to
the Colby Hume center to watch the race can
follow these directions: take a righ t at the
Dexter outlet onto Kennedy Memorial Drive.
Follow Kennedy Memorial under 1-95 and
take a right on to Country Club road . Follow
Country Club Road to its end and make a
right. Make a left at the second stop sign on to
Routc32.Stayon Rou tc32 forapproxima tely
2 to 3 miles, follow the blue sign for Colby
Hume Center, and follow tho CBB signs. ?

ondsbehind overall winnerChristieGoule
^ .
from Bates,
"Mkhelleranagoodrace,"said Aitken,
"She started fairly conservatively, but
closed thegap excellently late m the race.
If the course had been slightly longer, I
think should would have taken at least
second place overalL"
Jennifer Hartshorn '95 ran the second
best time on the team and fintehed 20th
overall in 1&56. Transfer Sue Hale'95continued to be a pleasant addition to this
year'steam by finishingthird on the team
and#2nd overallwithatimeof 19i$9.tenia
Ascenso "95 ran the course in 20)35 for a
34thplacefinishoveralland fourthon the
team.
Anothertransfer,Amy Chekos/pg,look
42nd overall in 20j 5$and was the fifth and
last time taken for the team score. Heather
HeWs*S&ran her best race of the season in
a time of 20;S6 for 54th place overall and
Kerry Ackennan "96 finished just two seconds behindlierand 55th overall.
Withthe season Wind!ng to a close,the
Mules appear poised to make a strong
showingat the New England Championships this weekend against Division 1, II
and HI competition.
"I was veiy pleased with our; overall
ef fort/' said Aitken, "We knew we didn't
have much chance d£ beating Bowdoin,
but if conditions are good next weekend I
think we have a chance to beat Williams
and a lot of other schools."Q

A victory this past Saturday over ColbySawyer with a score of 3-0 began the club's
stretch drive toward the tournament. Small
led the way with two goals,the fir st on a pass
across the middle of the goaltender 's crease
from Spencer, and D.C Gagnon '94 closed
out the scoring on a one-time off another pass
across the middle. Jan Dutton '94 played
well in net, recording the Mules' sixth shutout of the season while subbing for the injure d Ma son , who w ill r et urn aga in st
Bowdoin.
With two games remaining, Corey regards the Bowdoin and Bates contests as
must-win games. "These will probably be
our two toughest games," said Corey. "No
matter what the records,t h ey always p lay us
hard."
The Mules would probably still make the
playoffs with a win in one of the games, but
two wins might allow Colby to host a first
round game,according to Serdjenian. "It only
takes three games to win it," he said.Q

Look out
for ghosts ,
' and
goblin
s
¦
g hou ls!

Have a
happy

Halloween ,

Co/b y//

Men s K-Counfry

Could the Mules
stay afoot at the
NESCACs?
See page 17
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Men s and women 's soccer teams eye post-season

Women's ECAC showing
would be first since 1983
BY JAC COYNE

a cross from fellow Captain Katy
Donovan '93. "It was kind of sweet
that we connected in our last home
The Colby women'ssoccer team game ever," said Crebase.
Cristy Everett '94 wasa standout
kept its playoff hopes alive with a 21 victory over Colby-Sawyer Col- at sweeper by clogging up the
lege last Saturday. Now only one middle and rendering the-Colbyobstacle stands in the way of a post- Sawyer offense useless. However,
season appearance. A win over New Crebase chose to tow the party line.
England powerhouseBates College "There were no standouts, everywould almost guarantee the Mules one played well," she said.
Everyone is going to have to
a play-off spot and would reward
the team for thebest regular-season play well on Saturday for the White
Mules to come out victorious
finish in team history.
The win over Colby-Sawyer against Bates. Bates was the winner
boosted Colby'srecord to 9-4 on the of the ECAC tournament last year
season, the most wins ever posted and has continued with excellent
by the team. Colby had eight wins play this year. They are a virtual
in 1988, and the Mules have not shoo-in for the tourney based on
p hotoby Yuhgo Yamaguchi
.
made it to the Eastern College Ath- their record and their win fast year.
Pat Skulley '94 and ike men's soccer team have stayed up, dep ite their doubters.
For Colby, it is a different story.
letic Conference [ECAC] TournaLast
year's abysmal ending did n ot
ment since 1983.
Colby-Sawyer got on the board bode well for a strong 1992 season,
first as an opposing player poked but first-year Head Coach Carol
homeagoal past keeper Alison Lutz Anne Beach (she was an assistant
'95 .Lutz had trouble with the spin- last year) has whipped her troops
Despite their inexperience, the season game with Middlebury Col- ning ball, which bounded off of her into shape and produced a team
BY BRIAN O'HALLORAN
players had high hopes from the lege, according to Coach Mark and ri ght to a Colby-Sawyer player that has surp rised opponents arid
StaffWriter
logged a record win total.
outset and they were determined to Serdjenian."Weplayed well against who was able to punch it in.
Whether or not the team makes
Colby tied the score at 1-1 on a
At the start of the 1992 season, overcome the loss of key players a top 10 division I school, which
it
to
the ECAC tournament, thi s
the men's soccer team looked like a from last year's team. 'The first gave me the first inkling of our fu- seed off the foot of forward Sarah
team in transition. Following last goal at the start of the season in my ture success,"said Serdjenian. 'This Eustis '96. Eustis,getting theball on season can be considered an excelseason's near-miss of the Eastern mind was to make the tournament," feeling was solidified during the a breakaway, was able to put it by lent one, and the future is bright
with many quality players in the
the Colby-Sawyer goalie.
game against Middlebury."
College Athletic Conference said goalie Caleb Mason '95.
freshmen and sophomore ranks.
'93
Co-captain
Pam
Crebase
The 2-1 come-from -behind vicCaptain Rod Corey '93 was not
[ECAC] Tournament and the loss
However,
Crebase and Donovan
ended
the
game's
scoring
in
the
to graduation of a host of starters, affected by the prophets of doom tory against Middlebury on Sept.
are
more
concerned
with the task at
second
half
with
a
rope
beat
that
this looked like a possible rebuild- who had the Mules pegged for the 18 gave the team a big emotional
hand,
and
are
confident
about the
bottom of New England Small Col- lift, since winning the game proved the Colby-Sawyer goalie top shelf.
ing year for the Mules.
Athletic
Conference that the Mules could play with the The goal was an emotional one for upcoming war with Bates. "We're
However, the team has quieted lege
.Q
naysayers by compiling an impres- [NESCAC]. "We knew we had the stronger Division III teams in New Crebase because the score came off psyched," they said
sive 9-2-1 record and could be talent, and it was just a matter of England.
The keys to success for the club
headed to the playoffs. A 2-1 vic- coming together and playing as a
this
seasonhave been unselfishness,
team,"
he
said.
tory over Bowdoin yesterday instrong defense and the
teamwork,
The first evidence of the team's
creased their chances for a postseason appearance,and now a game potential came in a scrimmage ability to pull out the close games.
against Bates on Saturday is all that against the University of Maine, a
Division I team, and then in an early see SOCCER on pa ge 19
stands in the way.
StaffWriter

Playoff hopes put men's doubters to shame

Wanted ; one lacrosse coach
Controversy brews as players question job search
BY JAC COYNE
StaffWriter

Lacrosse players await the start
of their season. Unfortunately, th ey
also await the selection of a coach.
With the loss of hockey and lacrosse Coach Charlie Corey to the
prep school ranks, a coaching void
still lingers for lacrosse, although
the hockey spot has been filled by
new arrival Scott Borek. Corey, who
built a strong lacrosse program in
h is three years, leavesbehind a team
with a lot of talent that could be a
force in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
[NESCAC].
A good coach is a necessity if a
program expects to compete with
any hope for success, and some
players feel thnt Athletic Director
Dick Whitmore has been taking his
sweet time, although he has tried to
obtain a lacrosse coach.
"Whitmore just forgot about it

over the summer, just threw it in
the drawer", said Jeff Harris '95.
"Now that he is going to keep the
program, he has to scramble to find

would have been to make a step
that would not have been positive
for the program." Whitmore
stresses that he is not looking for a

"Whitmore just forgot about it over the
summer , just threw it in the drawer. Now that
he is going to keep the program , h e has t o
scramble to find a coach, and it's probably
going to be a [lesser] coach."
-Jeff Harris '95
a coach, and its probably going to
be a (lesser] coach."
Whitmore has met some obstacles along the way. "We're looking for the best situation for the
players,"said Whitmore. "We want
someone to come in here that can
get it done."
Whitmore may have waited too
long in trying to obtain a lacrosse
coach. "That's vory possible," said
Whitmore. "Tlie easy thing to do

spot replacement,and that he wants
to find someone who will work to,
and maintain , a high level of play in
the sport.
Tri-Captain Andy Colligan '94
saw the situation from another
angle. "I'm worried about it because it hurts our recruiting base. I
understand that [Whitmore] is trying, it's just that it seems like a long
time." Many prospects look for
schools during the fall of their se-
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Katy Donovan '93 has the
Mules headed towards the p layoffs.
nior year, and if they are left with a season can be easily salvaged. Howfeeling that the progam is in disar- ever, as Colligan pointed out, the
ray, top notch prospects will go class of '97, in terms of lacrosse, is
elsewhere.
very much up in the air.
Even with the problems curWhitmore sees an imminent sorently plaguing the lax program, lution, which is good news for the
the future is not that dim. The re- program and a relief to lacrosse
turn of leading scorer Harris, Tri- p layers and fans, although that soCaptain Bill Bush '94 and Brent lution has yet to be identified . "Wc
McClean '95 on attack creates a hope to have the situation resolved
potent offense, and combines with by the first of next week," he said.
a strong defense anchored by Perhaps with the right coach, the
Colligan, Tri-Captain Dave McKcc damage from the delay in hiring a
'93, Andy Vernon '95 and Robin conch can be negated , and the laOttawa y '95.
crosse progra m will once again be
With the addition of a coach on the ri ght coursed
sometime in the near future, the

